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A powerful illustration relating 
to the COVID-19 pandemic 
featuring Lone Peak in the 
semblance of a face mask as the 
community and nation combats 
the virus. ILLUSTRATION BY 
KELSEY DZINTARS

A powerful message featured on the marquee of the Gallatin Gateway School, more relevant today than ever. OUTLAW PARTNERS PHOTO
Linda Arnold, Kathy Bouchard, 
Al Bublitz, Kelsey Dzintars, Ted 
Kooser, Scott Mechura, Michael J. 
Ober, Jonathan Thompson, 
Todd Wilkinson

Covering COVID-19

Big Sky’s first case
On March 18, Big Sky experienced the confirmation of its first positive case of COVID-19 within the 
community. The individual is a California resident in his 60s, currently quarantining at his home.

Resort suspends operations
March 15 brought the announcement that Big Sky Resort would suspend operations on March 16, following 
the move of numerous other ski resorts across the nation amid the growing COVID-19 pandemic. 

EMS response
In the ever-changing landscape of COVID-19, emergency personnel in Big Sky and the greater Gallatin 
Valley have adjusted their daily routines to stem the spread of the virus in the community while 
continuing to service the area.

Virus Relief fund
The Big Sky Resort Area District tax board sparked a relief fund effort to help the Big Sky Medical Center combat 
the COVID-19 coronavirus. BSRAD’s $1 million initial contribution was matched by three local foundations.

Businesses address pandemic
As local businesses had to close shop due to orders surrounding the virus, many are adapting and finding 
ways to help serve the Big Sky community in a modified fashion, while preventing the spread.

Plus: Coping with stress and COVID-19, Q&A with gubernatorial candidate Whitney Williams, 
and Coach Buzz Tatum: Sports more than a game
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Dear friends and neighbors,

A dear friend recently sent me this quote: “For all that we speak, as a culture 
and a people, of victory and defeat, of good and evil, of hero and coward, it is 
none of it quite true. The truth is that the greatest victory is to endure with 
grace and humor, to stay in the game, to achieve humility.”

Novelist, poet and editor Brian Doyle wrote these words in his collection of 
essays, “One Long River of Song.” And they have never rung more true.

We remain locked in battle with an unseen force. It’s stopped humanity in its 
tracks, affecting every element of our lives the world over. The COVID-19 
coronavirus is taking lives. It has upended the world economy and nearly every 
other facet of life.

In our small community, we’re seeing the toll as well. Big Sky Resort closed 
a month early over mounting concerns of the virus’s spread, and many of our 
restaurants and small businesses have been forced to close or adapt. And fast.

At Explore Big Sky, we’ve had our cages rattled along with all of you. In the face 
of COVID-19, we are working from home, tightening our belts with the rest of 
the community. And we’re rising to the challenge alongside each of you. In an 
effort to adapt to this temporary new normal, we’re ramping up our reporting 
both in the print edition of EBS and on our digital fronts to bring you the 
information you simply need to know. 

From our website to social media, from the “Town Crier” e-newsletter to video 
and podcasts, my team is stepping up to the challenge as community journalists. 
And our greater Outlaw Partners team is stepping up as well for our clients 
and advertisers, and creating new ways to help our local and regional business 
partners. We are here for you, our audience, as well.

This commemorative cover was designed by our close friend and colleague 
Kelsey Dzintars, and this special edition of EBS is meant to represent a 
moment in time, one we hope you’ll keep and share with future generations. It’s 
a moment when we came together as a community.

These are times that try our will and threaten our livelihood. But we live not 
in fear. We live in Big Sky. We are neighbors and friends. We are ski partners 
and hiking pals. Thank you for your continued support during these unsettling 
times. Remember to reach out to each other and remain connected. Show 
patience and humility. Grace and humor. And stay in the game.

#BigSkyStrong,

Joseph T. O’Connor, Editor-in-Chief

Town Hall video conference
On Monday, March 30 at 5 p.m. MST, Outlaw Partners and Explore Big 
Sky are hosting a virtual Town Hall featuring a variety of speakers addressing 
the current Covid-19 pandemic. This online video conference call with 
include speakers from the Big Sky Chamber of Commerce, Big Sky Resort 
Tax, the recently created Big Sky Relief Fund, school district, local small-
business representatives and regional experts.  

EBS Publisher Eric Ladd and Editor-in-Chief Joseph T. O’Connor will 
moderate the Town Hall, which will allow the audience to submit questions 
to the speakers. Conference links will be published on March 30 and shared 
on all the Outlaw Partners/EBS media platforms, and will also be hosted live 
on the Explore Big Sky Facebook page. 

Stay tuned to explorebigsky.com for additional details.

L e t t e r  f r o m  t h e  E d i t o r
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Vote for the 1 percent resort 
tax increase
To the Editor,

When my husband and I purchased property in Big Sky more than 18 years 
ago, I was impressed with the Big Sky County Water and Sewer District 
investment in our community, namely the large holding ponds that we drove 
by. Now I live here fulltime, and I attend the monthly Big Sky County Water 
and Sewer District meetings as my schedule permits. I’ve read the numerous 
articles in community newspapers and heard the discussion at the meetings 
on the need to upgrade and expand the wastewater treatment plant. I am 
heartened that the BSCWSD has partnered with the Big Sky Resort Area 
Tax District to help fund, at least partially, the upgrade and expansion project 
through the 1 percent increase in the resort tax for infrastructural projects. 

The BSCWSD expansion of the current wastewater treatment plant will serve 
community growth via planned development and workforce housing, and 
the upgrade in the treatment technique will better protect the Gallatin River 
watershed.

If the 1 percent increase is not approved by the voters, the folks living within 
the boundaries of the district will likely see their rates for services doubled. 
The wastewater plant upgrade and expansion must happen as the existing 
plant is not able to keep up with treatment demands. This is our community’s 
opportunity to have tourists and visitors to our fair community help us fund 
this critical piece of our infrastructure. I urge all BSCWSD rate payers to vote 
responsibly for this needed funding stream as it will benefit our community for 
many years to come.

Mary Ann Comstock
Big Sky, Montana

Save the Big Sky Ski 
Education license plate 
To the Editor, 

Recent changes to legislative regulations surrounding the specialty 
license plates have put the Big Sky Ski Education Foundation license 
plate at risk. 

Although we have received conflicting information from the Motor 
Vehicle Department  about the regulations, the bottom line is that we 
need to have 400 registered license plates by July 1, 2020 (and each 
successive year) in order to continue receiving the revenue from our 
license plates. We currently have around 350 plates, give or take.

The annual revenue to BSSEF fluctuates slightly, but has totaled 
as much as $8,000. In light of the current situation regarding the 
coronavirus, resort closure and canceled events, we are anticipating a 
significant net revenue shortfall that will affect our operations. 

We are hoping that this is a way to help our organization while doing 
something you would otherwise need to do anyway in registering your 
vehicles.

Please consider registering your cars with a BSSEF plate before July 
1, 2020, and spread the word to any of your friends so we can save our 
license plate.

Callie Pecunies, BSSEF Executive Project Director
Big Sky, Montana

Kara Blodgett
The Rocks

“I am thankful for people that are social 
distancing themselves and I’m fearful for people 
that aren’t. I think that the majority of us are 
taking it seriously, and I’m super sad that there 
are people that aren’t taking it seriously. We’re 
all doing what we need to do. We’re all trying 
to take care of each other, we’re all trying to 
keep each other in the loop, but we’re all social 
distancing, too. I think we’re doing a really good 
job up here in Big Sky of doing that—that’s in 
the restaurant, that’s everywhere. 

Twist Thompson
Blue Buddha Sushi Lounge

“We have opted to stay open to the best of our 
abilities for the entirety of this thing. Our goal 
is to just do to-gos. We’ve got a pretty nifty little 
window on our patio. . .and it’s actually really 
worked out well as a to-go window. We do that 
plus delivery. We try to keep all of our delivery 
fees super low, just enough to take care of our staff. 
We’re using the time to do a bunch of cleaning 
projects and maintenance stuff, so I just invited 
the entire staff to come in and help with any of 
that stuff if they want hours...The community has 
been really supportive, and a lot of good folks are 
coming in and grabbing some sushi.”

Alberto and Brenda Godoy
Alberto’s

“I have laid off my employees to keep them 
safe. Since it is take-out only there are only two 
people in the building working. I have removed 
all furniture from the bar so no one can hang out 
or touch [anything and] blocked off dining.  We 
are sanitizing every minute, wearing gloves, taking 
payments over the phone and taking food to 
the curb. We will remain open as long as we are 
allowed. It has definitely changed, but we will stay 
positive and do our best to keep everyone safe.”

Jen Kettleridge
Ousel and Spur

“Ousel and Spur will do our very best 
to stay open for carry-out orders at this 
time in an effort to provide food for 
the community and keep a few locals 
employed. We are exceeding all health 
department, county and state mandates 
for our industry to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19. We will keep [the public] 
updated on our hours and operations via 
Facebook and our website.”

What are you doing as a Big Sky restaurant 
in the era of COVID-19 for your customers 
and employees? How are you adapting to 
stay open during this tumultuous time?

L E T T E R S
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Montana long-haul truckers work overtime to 
keep food on shelves
COVID-19 threatens supply chain
EBS STAFF

According to Barry “Spook” Stang, the executive director of Motor Carriers of 
Montana—an industry group representing over 300 Treasure State trucking interests—
there’s been a shift in the rules of the road for long-haul truckers; the Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration, the highest-ranking oversight body for the entire 
trucking industry, has recently raised hourly driving restrictions to help allow the supply 
chain meet growing demands of consumers frenzied by COVID-19 fears. 

“This is the first time in my 20 years here that I’ve seen a nationwide relaxation of these 
rules to try to get food on the shelves,” Stang told Montana Public Radio. 

While this may raise concern for some, it’s for good reason:

“If something happens to the trucking industry it doesn’t take long for your grocery 
stores to have empty shelves,” Stang said. 

The industry forms a silent but critical piece of infrastructure that’s only now on the 
collective conscious. According to Montana Public Radio, supply chains are currently 
uninterrupted and food supplies are in good order, but already industry groups 
are joining voices to call for truck stops to remain open, despite the fact that other 
restaurants and eateries nationwide are closing—the designated places for truckers to 
find food and rest may prove vital in keeping people fed.

Many of those truck stops are now serving their food curbside to account for the 
closures, but according to The Wall Street Journal a handful of shippers and receivers 
now demand drivers sign affidavits saying they aren’t sick.

BSSD implements online learning format
EBS STAFF

BIG SKY – On March 17, at a regularly scheduled Big Sky School District 
School Board meeting, the School Board announced the implementation 
of their online learning format, which launched on March 18. Students in 
grades third through twelfth will begin utilizing Google platforms such as, 
Google Meet and Google Classroom to connect and receive instruction 
from their teachers.

Schedules for class times are flexible and are determined by each individual 
teacher, however some may abide by their regularly scheduled classroom 
time. Attendance will be taken and instruction sessions will be recorded 
so that any students that cannot log in during the allotted time period can 
access the lesson at a later time. The next BSSD school board meeting will 
take place on March 26.

EBS lands exclusive audio interview with Gary Rieschel
Leading healthcare venture capitalist talks COVID-19 
impacts in Big Sky, around the globe
EBS STAFF

Head to explorebigsky.com for an audio recording of an exclusive interview EBS landed 
with Gary Rieschel, a leading healthcare industry venture capitalist with a storied career in 
supporting and seeding some of the globe’s most-prominent private sector players. 

In that conversation, Rieschel broke down the latest on COVID-19, how it will affect Big Sky 
and its area businesses, the development of vaccines and the reception of the virus and care in 
China.

A brief blurb from a bio featured on Qiming Venture Partner’s, which he helped found: 

“Over the last 20 years as a venture capitalist, Gary led investments in 13 companies in 
the U.S. and China, which grew to over $1B in market capitalization. Gary aided in the 
creation of the venture capital industry in China through sponsoring and founding several 
of China’s leading VC firms including Softbank China Ventures, SAIF Partners (2001), 
Ceyuan Ventures (2004), and Qiming Venture Partners (2006). Gary is a Founding 
Managing Partner of Qiming, one of China’s most preeminent VC firms with over $4 
billion under management."

As people seek expert opinion and information related to the pandemic, this interview 
is one of many efforts EBS is taking to provide only premium content related to 
COVID-19 to our audience. 

Visit explorebigsky.com/audio-ebs-interviews-gary-rieschel-leading-healthcare-venture-capitalist-
on-covid-19 to hear the whole interview. 

ACBS, BSCO launch drawing challenge contest
Winners work featured on Big Sky utility boxes 
EBS STAFF

BIG SKY – A contest hosted by the Arts Council of Big Sky and the Big Sky 
Community Organization, dubbed the “Environmental Sustainability Drawing 
Challenge,” is open to all third, fourth and fifth graders across the state, and is an 
opportunity for area youngsters to flex some creative muscles while also showing an 
appreciation for the natural environments around them. 

The rules are simple.

Start with a prompt: “Draw yourself doing your favorite outdoor activity”; “Draw a 
Montana animal in its natural habitat”; “Why are natural resources important? Draw 
your answer”; “Illustrate one way humans can help protect the environment”; or 
“Draw your favorite place in nature.” 

Next, get creative and think critically about the selected prompt, incorporating 
favorite drawing mediums, glitter, paint and other add-ons. Every material and stroke 
must be original. 

Finally, submit the piece (without folding it) to the ACBS, with a separate sheet of 
paper indicating the artist’s full name, grade, school, teacher, parent’s name, mailing 
address, phone number and parent’s signature. Their address is P.O. Box 160308, Big 
Sky, MT 59716. 

As an offshoot project of ACBS’s Intern Madison Strauss’s “Creativity, Action,
Service” project to Promote Environmental Sustainability through Public Art, 
the challenge comes with a solid, similar prize—the drawings will be featured 
permanently on Big Sky utility boxes, celebrating the artists, their work and the 
environment for years to come. 

The winning artists will then be pooled for a grand prize nod, in which a qualifying 
student, selected at random, will get free admission (a $180 value) to the Big Sky 
Community Organization’s Explorer’s Adventure Camp in Big Sky, which runs from 
June 29 to July 2. 

A full version of this story is available on ExploreBigSky.com. Artwork must be received by 
April 17 for consideration. Visit bigskyarts.org for additional information.

40th annual Big Sky PTO Pie Auction a success
EBS STAFF

BIG SKY – The 40th annual Big Sky Parent Teacher Organization Pie Auction 
went off without a hitch despite shifting to a completely online format for the 
first time in the event’s lengthy history, due to the COVID-19 virus. Traditionally 
the event is an in-person gathering in which pies, cakes, and various items are 
auctioned off through a silent auction bidding process by phone, accompanied by 
a raffle drawing for more prizes. 

“I feel really fortunate that the community was supportive. I mean, we raised over 
$20,000 just through the silent auction,” said Big Sky PTO Chairman, Mitch 
Immenschuh. The pie auction, which is the main fundraiser for Big Sky PTO, 
wrapped up on March 15 with the conclusion of the online silent auction. 

Big Sky PTO has yet to draw the four raffle ticket winners and Immenschuh said 
the drawing date hadn’t been determined. The four raffle ticket prizes are a Big 
Sky Resort Gold pass for next season, an Ousel and Spur pizza-a-month for the 
next year, a $500 Conoco Travel Shoppe gift card and a $250 Roxy’s Market & 
Cafe gift card.
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omissions, prior sales, price changes or withdrawal without notice. Prospective purchasers are urged to independently investigate the property. No governmental agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property. This material shall not constitute an offer to sell in any state or jurisdiction 
where prior registration is required and shall not constitute a solicitation if you are working with another real estate agent. © 2020 The Big Sky Real Estate Co. All rights in and to the content are owned and controlled by The Big Sky Real Estate Co.
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BY MIRA BRODY

BOZEMAN – The Gallatin County Health Department held a press 
conference on March 14 to update the public on a presumptively confirmed 
COVID-19 case in Gallatin County late Friday night, March 13. At the 
time, a total of six cases had been confirmed statewide after two additional 
residents in Missoula tested positive for the virus.

As of EBS press time on March 25, a total of 24 cases were confirmed 
in Gallatin County—one in Big Sky that we know of—and a total of 65 
throughout the state of Montana.

Matt Kelley, Health Officer with Gallatin City-County Health 
Department and Cindi Spinelli, GCCHD’s Communicable Disease 
Specialist, were on hand at the press conference to answer questions.

The first individual who tested positive for the coronavirus in Gallatin 
County was a male in his 40s who returned from Europe on Wednesday 
March 12, was tested March 13, and confirmed positive by Friday evening. 
He and his family were cooperative, according to Kelley, who said they 
had all been home since their arrival and had no contact with “sensitive 
places” such as long-term care facilities, schools or large public events in 
the interim.

Kelley said the individual’s diligence to stay home while he was 
symptomatic prevented exposure to the public and resulted in no 
identified local contacts of concern related to this case. Health 
department staff will continue working with the individual and his 
family to ensure they remain under quarantine in their home.

The Montana Department of Public Health and Human Services 
worked with the Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport to get 
the individual’s flight number and contact the people who were in his 
immediate radius during the flight. Extra precautious were taken at the 
healthcare facility where he was treated to prevent the spread of the 
virus to the point that the health department currently has no contacts 
of concern. Even with high-profile cases such as the coronavirus, the 
county uses existing, effective protocols to mitigate communicable 
diseases, Kelley said.

“Presumptively confirmed” means the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention has yet to officially confirm the case, however from a local level 
Kelley said they do not wait for CDC confirmation to act, and are treating 
it as if the word presumptive wasn’t there.

At this time, health officials are not disclosing the individual’s name, the 
country in Europe from where he traveled, or where in Gallatin County he 
lives, according to Kelley. As of March 14, they had no further information 
on the three other presumptively confirmed cases in the state, which are 
being handled their own county procedures.

Kelley stressed four key points everyone can follow moving forward: stay 
home if you’re sick; wash your hands frequently; focus on your physical 
health by eating healthy foods, staying hydrated and getting plenty of 
sleep; and finally—be kind and compassionate to one another.

“We are likely to see more cases and more people with mild symptoms 
isolating at home. They may be our neighbors, our friends or colleagues,” 
Kelley said. “If so, reach out to them via text email or phone call.” 

COVID-19 is a new virus but not a strong one, Kelley said, and can be 
killed with everyday cleaning products and washing your hands with soap 
and warm water. Spinelli noted that the virus does not seem to survive 
long when airborne and an individual is unlikely to contract both the flu 

and coronavirus at the same time. Kelley believes Gallatin County will see 
more cases soon, but that most people will only experience mild symptoms 
and recover on their own.

“There’s no magic pill, there’s no vaccine that you’re missing out on,” 
Kelley said. “If you have mild symptoms surely contact your healthcare 
provider, but have some patience and know that they are working really 
hard to make sure they we are serving everybody.”

Testing, at the time of the press conference, did require symptoms 
and involved a health care professional ruling out influenza and other 
respiratory illness. If COVID-19 is suspected, medical professionals send 
swabs to the Public Health Lab in Helena to determine whether or not it is 
a positive case.

It is unclear how the pandemic will affect our economy this early on, but 
local businesses are adapting as they can, many allowing employees to 
work remotely or enacting a relaxed sick leave policy.

“We’re trying to stay vigilant, getting people their money back or shows 
rebooked if at all possible,” said Michal Madeline, general manager at 
Cactus Records in downtown Bozeman, which serves as a box office for 
local entertainment venues. “It’s something that’s changing hour by hour. 
We just want people to be happy and healthy.”

Gallatin County shut all restaurants and bars on March 16 for a week then 
Gov. Steve Bullock extended the closures until at least April 10. Health 
officials suggest that to be proactive the community should stay home to 
reduce exposure.

“I can’t emphasize the importance enough of staying home if you are 
sick,” Kelley said. “Our first case in Gallatin County followed this advice 
and likely saved many from exposure to the disease. Ask yourself: Do 
you want to be the person to expose hundreds or dozens of people to 
COVID-19, or do you want to be the person who stays home and helps us 
bend the curve of this pandemic by preventing new cases?”

Kelley said the best thing we can do to keep our community healthy is 
to take care of ourselves and despite any building anxiety or frustration, 
to understand that our healthcare workers are working hard to serve 
everyone, and to provide them with patience and grace during this time.

This story was updated to reflect the most current information available at press 
time, March 25.

Gallatin health department addresses first COVID-19 case

EBS COVID-19 TIMELINE: 
MARCH 12-25

3/12
Montana Gov. Steve 

Bullock declares state of 
emergency

3/13
First four positive 
COVID-19 cases in 

Montana 

LOCAL

In light of rising COVID-19 cases in Gallatin Valley and the state, theaters and events centers in the 
community, including the Rialto in Downtown Bozeman, have shuttered their doors. PHOTO BY 
MIRA BRODY
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BY JOSEPH T. O’CONNOR
BIG SKY – It was a day no one will soon forget. 

At 4 p.m. on March 15, the Big Sky Resort chairlifts came to a halt more than a month 
prematurely as the lifeblood of the community joined a nationwide wave of private- and 
public-sector efforts to curb the spread of the COVID-19 coronavirus.   

Many took to the slopes, thanking the snow gods for one last powder day to mark the 
occasion, and laughing with friends over midday beers and stories of a great season. 
Others cruised down the slopes in solitude and silence, the soft conditions a mere cushion 
for thoughts heavy with uncertainty. 

The decision came on the morning of March 15 after several days of meetings at the 
highest level of the Boyne Resorts. It was an unprecedented move, but one that nearly all 
ski resorts in the country felt compelled to do in the face of the virus: close early.

“COVID is real,” said Taylor Middleton, the resort’s president and chief operating officer, 
in an early afternoon interview on the day the resort suspended operations. “Reviewing 

all the facts we had at the time we decided that, absolutely, the hardest decision we could 
make and the best decision we could make was closing skiing as of this afternoon.” 

Boyne’s senior team weighed news and international reaction over the week preceding the 
resort shuttering its doors, and based its decision on three main factors: “Smoothing the 
curve of contagion is important and we want to do our part to help with that,” Middleton 
said. “Number two, the Switzerland and Austria ski industries closed. And number three, 
the governor of Colorado shut down the Colorado ski industry [on Saturday] afternoon.”

A March 15 statement from the resort stressed the importance of safety in this uncertain 

time. “As always, our top priority has been the health and wellbeing of our guests, team 
members, and community, and this is undoubtedly the right decision given the current 
situation,” the statement said.

Big Sky Resort joined the rest of Boyne’s resort holdings in suspending operations, and 
Middleton is urging his employees to take care of themselves and each other during this 
time of duress and uncertainty. “We’re telling them to do what they need to do to get 
home and we’re doing everything we can to help them work through this situation,” he 
said. All resort employees will receive pay through March 22, according to the statement.

As for the Big Sky community, Middleton apologized for any inconvenience said his heart 
goes out to everyone affected. “This is hard. It doesn’t matter if you’re a big business or a 
medium-sized business or a small business, this is something that nobody ever anticipated 
and it’s as hard as it gets.”

Middleton added that he hopes the resort can find a way to reopen before the end of the 
season but that safety is his No. 1 concern.

“Everybody in this community is about skiing and all of the businesses are about being 
open and we hope [reopening] is a possibility,” he said. “We don’t want to call it for the 
season just yet, but we don’t have enough information at this time to know what it’s going 
to look like.”

Skiers with April passes that haven’t been used can get a refund or put the credit to 
another offering next season, but the future is uncertain and resort officials have not yet 
decided what measures may or may not be made for pass holders this year. 

“We sincerely apologize to all guests currently at Big Sky, or planning to come for a ski 
trip,” the statement said. “Given the short notice, we have relaxed our cancellation and 
refund policy.”

Middleton said he and his team are working to provide any information they can and to 
help alleviate any pressure on the community.

“We’re really focusing on doing the right thing and taking care of all of our guests and all of 
our season pass holders and all of our employees in the best way we can,” Middleton said.

Visit the bigskyresort.com for a list of cancellations, refunds and other coronavirus-related 
information.

bigskybuild.com
BIGSKYBUILD.COM | 406.995.3670 | BIG SKY, MT USA
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Big Sky Resort suspends operations 
Mounting concern over COVID-19 forces early closure
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BY JESSIANNE CASTLE

BIG SKY – As Gallatin County announces local orders to limit social 
gatherings and promote social distancing by cancelling large events and 
closing restaurants and bars, the Big Sky community sets sail in unknown 
waters. However, while many businesses and nonprofits are seeking ways 
to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and encourage social distancing, 
they’re looking to provide for the community.

“We’ve had a lot of independent businesses and organizations step up,” said 
Big Sky Chamber of Commerce CEO Candace Carr Strauss. The Chamber 
has compiled a list of community resources that is available online and 
includes information about food and medical assistance.

Prepared meals

Gallatin City-County Health Officer Matt Kelley issued the closure of 
restaurants and bars on March 16 to limit public congregation and the 
potential spread of coronavirus, however grocery stores, convenience stores 
and take-out and delivery services may continue to operate. 

Alex Omania, owner of Lotus Pad in Big Sky Town Center, was worried 
after hearing the news, but is transitioning with her employees to offer 
meal delivery in order to keep servers employed and provide food to Big 
Sky. Lotus Pad will deliver meals for a fee based on location, and the fee 
goes directly to the driver. Additionally, Lotus Pad is offering discounted 
pick-up meals. Omania also said Lotus Pad is stocked with toilet paper 
and they will throw in a roll for free on any order.

“Nobody knows what’s going to happen,” she said. “This is like a Hail 
Mary. I’m really worried about people and how they’re going to pay their 
bills. We’re just trying to keep people employed.

“People are scared and worried,” she added. “A nice meal is always a good 
thing to comfort you when you’re worried.”

Omania sad she’s most concerned about how COVID-19 will impact the 
Big Sky workforce and how laid-off workers will be able to pay their bills 
if businesses continue to close. On top of that, she added that March is 
usually one of Lotus Pad’s busiest months and she doesn’t know what the 
repercussions of this pandemic will be.

Shortly after receiving the closure notice on March 16, Omania was told 
a member of the Yellowstone Club had purchased $2,500 worth of Lotus 
Pad gift cards in $100 increments and the undisclosed person was going 
to give the gift cards to those in need. “It made me cry,” she said, adding 
that the purchase is a demonstration of support for local businesses and 
community members.

Groceries

The Country Market, Hungry Moose Market and Deli, and Roxy’s 
Market are continuing to offer regular delivery services, but have made 
specific adjustments to meet Big Sky’s changing needs.

The Country Market is waiving all delivery fees and will either drop 
groceries at residences between 5 and 7 p.m. daily, or deliver them to cars 
waiting in the parking lot. Additionally, owner Lynne Anderson said the 
grocery store is trying to meet product demand by buying items in bulk 
and repackaging when possible.

On March 23, the Hungry Moose Market and Deli closed its doors to 
customer foot traffic but is open for business online—shoppers can visit 
the Moose’s website and shop from a complete list of items, add them to 

a cart and either pick up their order from the market or have the groceries 
delivered. 

The Hungry Moose is waiving delivery fees for grocery orders under $50 
and is coordinating with customers to either put groceries inside the home 
or leave them outside of a residence if a person is feeling ill.

While this coordination is important for keeping delivery drivers healthy, 
Hungry Moose said on a March 16 Facebook post that it is still important 
to be bear-safe in Big Sky and we need to be proactive to prevent bears 
from getting into grocery orders left on doorsteps.

“We want to make sure everyone is able to get their food if they are unable 
or don’t feel comfortable leaving their homes,” Hungry Moose wrote in 
the post.

Roxy’s Market has also adjusted its regular delivery service and is waiving 
delivery fees to anyone over the age of 65. “We’re just trying to help the 
community,” said Roxy’s Manager Josh Treasure. “I don’t think you can 
find any one person who hasn’t been affected. We’re just trying to help 
take that burden off the community.”

He added that rather than see those who are at highest risk of 
complications from COVID-19 come into the store and risk exposure, 
he’d rather offer free grocery delivery.

Additionally, Treasure said Roxy’s is working hard to keep shelves stocked 
and the only item the store was sold out of at noon on March 17 was hand 
sanitizer, though he expected a resupply of the product on Friday, March 
20. “We’re utilizing every resource we have,” he said. “Manufactures have 
plenty of product but are struggling to get it out fast enough.”

Food assistance

The Big Sky Community Food Bank is also responding to COVID-19 
and has expanded its hours. The food bank is now open 3-7 p.m. on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays and 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Wednesdays and 
Fridays. Food is available via a drive-through service and on Fridays, those 
who are ill or in quarantine can request delivery of a food box. Food boxes 
for delivery or pick-up are available twice a month and are pre-packed 
with a week’s supply of food.

Anderson, of the Country Market, is a founding member of the food bank 
and has been working with local restaurants that are shuttering their doors 
in order to prevent food spoilage. To date, she’s repurposed food from the 
Corral and Michaelangelo’s for distribution at the Big Sky Community 
Food Bank.

In a statement released online, the food bank staff expressed its 
gratefulness to area residents. “We have been so very thankful for the 
outpouring of support already seen from the Big Sky community,” the 
statement said. “We have all confidence that we’ll be able to meet the 
needs of our friends and neighbors in Big Sky.”

While the Big Sky School District has closed the school’s facilities and 
is transitioning to online learning, it is continuing to provide lunches to 
students in the school’s lunch program, as well as anyone else that needs a 
meal. Food will be available for pickup 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday through 
Friday at the door of the Warren Miller Performing Arts Center.

Visit bigskychamber.com/communityupdates for more information, community 
updates and a list of additional food and medical resources.

LOCAL

In unknown waters, glimmers of hope
Big Sky businesses, organizations provide for community
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BY MICHAEL SOMERBY AND JOSEPH T. O’CONNOR

BIG SKY – Officials with Bozeman Health Big Sky Medical Center 
confirmed the first case of COVID-19 coronavirus in Big Sky late yesterday, 
Wednesday, March 18, when the results of the patient’s testing became 
available.

The individual, the fourth confirmed case in Gallatin County on March 
18, is a male in his 60s from California. As of EBS press time on March 25, 
Gallatin County has reported 19 confirmed cases of the virus.

After learning of potential exposure while he was en route to Big Sky for a ski 
trip, the individual checked into Bozeman Health Big Sky Medical Center 
and is recovering in isolation in his Big Sky home. All individuals who came 
in contact with the patient are in self-isolation, said Lori Christenson, public 
information officer for Gallatin City-County Health Department, at March 
19 afternoon press conference regarding the new case.

According to Christenson, the airplane on which the patient flew to 
Montana is under a contact investigation—a manifest for the flight has been 
acquired and individuals who may have been exposed have been contacted. 

While the news is the latest blow for the southwest Montana county amid 
COVID-19 developments, Christenson is urging residents to pursue a 
semblance of normalcy and practice good emotional, spiritual and physical 

health, including regular hand washing, social distancing and getting outside 
in the fresh air.

“We want to make sure people are taking care of themselves and their own 
wellbeing,” Christenson said. “This is a lot for our community to handle.” 

Due to HIPAA law, the Gallatin City-County Health Department is no 
longer identifying where in the county individuals have tested positive for 
COVID-19, according Tracy Knoedler, human resources director for the 
health department. 

“[HIPAA] protects any information that can identify them,” Knoedler said.

“We’re notifying individuals that they need to quarantine and then be tested 
if they develop symptoms,” she added. “Right now, each individual who is 
diagnosed with COVID, we are contacting, conducting a case investigation, 
and then reaching out to their close contacts.”

Visit the Gallatin City-County Health Department website at healthygallatin.org 
for more information and to learn about volunteer opportunities to assist the health 
department in its efforts with the COVID-19 coronavirus.

LOCAL
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EBS STAFF
BIG SKY – At a time when a community must come together or be driven apart, Big 
Sky is doing what it takes to combat a novel type of challenge: the COVID-19 strain of 
coronavirus.

On March 20, the Big Sky Resort Area District tax board met in a call-in format for an 
impromptu open board meeting to discuss several financial initiatives designed to take aim 
at growing community pressures as a result of the pandemic.

Most notably, the BSRAD committed $1 million to help “assist the Big Sky Medical 
Center manage the COVID-19 pandemic in Big Sky and mitigate social and economic 
impacts,” according to a press release.

Those critical needs include volunteers, supplies, eight ventilators for the Bozeman 
Deaconess system and Big Sky Medical Center, COVID-19 testing equipment and 
facility improvements.

The commitment was swiftly met with a combined $1 million pledge from the 
Yellowstone Club Community Foundation, the Moonlight Community Foundation and 
the Spanish Peaks Community Foundation, bringing total relief funds to $2 million.

Additionally, local organizations stepped up and will tentatively give back a measure of the 
money they had been allocated by the BSRAD for their various fiscal year 2020 operating 
needs, an exercise in community care totaling some $330,000. The decision may come 
to form the backbone of efforts of relief initiatives related to COVID-19, a consolidated 
community effort comprised of numerous community leaders now under the title of the 
Big Sky Relief Fund.

The sum is possible through the generosity of the Big Sky Chamber of Commerce, Big 
Sky Post Office, Gallatin River Task Force, Big Sky Community Housing Trust, Big Sky 
Search and Rescue, Visit Big Sky and the Warren Miller Performing Arts Center.

“I’m continuously impressed with the Big Sky community,” said BSRAD Chairperson 
Kevin Germain at the Friday meeting, commending the decisive and cooperative 
efforts to protect the people of Big Sky in an unprecedented situation in Big Sky and 
the world over.

“We applaud those organizations who have presented opportunities to contribute to the 
Big Sky Relief Fund,” echoed Executive Director Daniel Bierschwale. “And I applaud our 
board for their leadership.”
At present, the BSRAD has $4.36 million available from collections to divert to 
emergency community needs and allocations, in addition the aforementioned monies.

At current projections, that sum will jump to around $6.5 million by the end of the 
collection period on June 30.

Despite the impressive sum available, the work is far from over.

“It’s an impressive amount of money we have to use in this time,” said BSRAD Vice 
Chair Steve Johnson, “but making sure the money is used in right place will take an 
ongoing effort.”

The combined areas of focus for such a fund include volunteer coordination through Big 
Sky Community Organization efforts; food relief via the Big Sky Community Food Bank 
and the Big Sky School District; grocery and delivery services through the SPCF, BSCFB, 
Roxy’s Market, Country Market and Hungry Moose; mental health services through 
Women in Action; day care and educational services provided by the BSSD, Morningstar 
Learning Center and Big Sky Discovery Academy; and business relief and economic 
recovery measures spearheaded by the BSCC and VBS.

Additionally, members of the board approved $15,000 to be, “committed over the next 
two months to support increasing information available as it pertains to the Big Sky Relief 
Fund,” Bierschwale said.

“Our community has a long history of coming together during a time of need and this 
is no exception,” Germain said in the release. “The coordination of key partners will help 
ensure Big Sky is poised to ‘weather this storm’ and come out on the other side stronger 
than ever.”

As Big Sky braces for COVID-19, with one individual confirmed in the small mountain 
town on March 19, there is solace in knowing the community and persons at the virtual 
helm are rapidly mobilizing.

LOCAL

On Tuesday, March 24, the Big Sky Resort Area District hosted a Big Sky Relief Fund 
Operational Partners Coordination meeting, the first of more virtual biweekly meetings 
that seek to consolidate public updates as well as identify and coordinate needs, according 
to a BSRAD press release. 

BSRAD chairperson Kevin Germain opened the meeting and invited spokespeople 
from various community organizations to present on their current status as related to the 
COVID-19 crisis. 

Taylor Rose, director of clinical services and operations at Bozeman Health Big Sky 
Medical Center shared that BHBSMC began construction on shell space to accommodate 
four more rooms, a project slated for completion in roughly four to six weeks. Rose also 
said that BHBSMC will be receiving one of Bozeman Health’s three COVID-19 test 
analyzers after a 30-60 day delay, as well as three additional ventilators within two weeks. 

Rose said BHBSMC is confident in its ability to meet demands and address patient’s 
needs adequately. 

Reports from the Gallatin County Sheriff’s Office as well as the Big Sky Fire Department 
stated that both departments are prepared to meet the community’s needs and are taking 
the necessary steps to address the fluid situation. 

Sara Gaither, program coordinator for the Big Sky Community Food Bank reported 
that BSCFB is experiencing nearly double the demand typical of offseason, distributing 
nearly 90 food boxes per week via their drive-up service, which will operate four days a 

week now to meet growing needs. Gaither said that a new clientele that haven’t required 
BSCFB services continues to expand. The food bank is in need of funding to support food 
orders with increased costs and to support staffing requirements. 

Women in Action, a primary avenue for mental health services in Big Sky, announced 
that its mental health practitioners are no longer taking new clients. WIA is seeking 
additional mental health resources to deliver support via digital channels. The organization 
is encouraging community members to bring forth ideas for alternative mental health 
programs. 

Both Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks are facing indefinite closures, according 
to CEO of Big Sky Chamber of Commerce Candace Carr Strauss, a decision that is 
expected to impact local businesses during the shoulder season. 

Locally, Ciara Wolfe, CEO of the Big Sky Community Organization reported that all 
BSCO parks and trails are open, but facilities are closed. Wolfe also said that the Big Sky 
Post Office is developing a program for at-risk individuals to pick up their mail separately 
from the rest of the population. 

The meeting’s final presenter, Dustin Shipman, superintendent of the Big Sky School 
District reported that the school is preparing for the governor’s mandated extension of 
distant learning from March 27 to April 10. Thus far, BSSD has engaged 95 percent of its 
students through online platforms. 

Visit bigskyrelief.org to access more information on the fund and to view the meeting minutes.

BSRAD launches Big Sky Relief Fund
$2M raised through community foundations’ pledge
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BOZEMAN HEALTH BIG SKY MEDICAL CENTER

BOZEMAN, MT — Bozeman Health is actively coordinating their 
communication, preparedness, and response activities for COVID-19 
and formally activated their health system Incident Command 
structure on February 10, 2020. Bozeman Health’s System Incident 
Command remains active to scale their response due to increasing 
global spread of COVID-19.

Over the last several weeks, the Bozeman Health COVID-19 
Response Team, led by Kallie Kujawa, System Director of Quality and 
Safety, Dr. Mark Winton (Infectious Disease and Travel Medicine 
Specialist), Dr. Eric Lowe (Emergency Medicine), and the Infection 
Prevention Specialists has prepared the health system, including 
Big Sky Medical Center and b2 UrgentCare Big Sky for a possible 
sustained community transmission of COVID-19, with the assistance 
of others in the Incident Command team, including Dr. Kathryn 
Bertany, president of Deaconess Hospital and Big Sky Medical Center.

Birgen Knoff, System Director of Clinical Practice and Emergency 
Operations Manager, has been partnering with the COVID-19 
Response Team to continue to build a systemwide structure to coordinate 
entity activities as well as coordinate with the Montana State Healthcare 
Coalitions, EMS, and city and county agencies, including Gallatin City-
County Health Department. The many other critical members of the 
COVID-19 Response Team have been and continue to be incorporated 
into the Incident Command structure, with operational and clinical 
support from every Bozeman Health care site.

Formal situational reports, daily status emails, and on-demand 
communication (including emails, phone calls, meetings, etc.) 
are regularly being shared with Big Sky Medical Center and b2 
UrgentCare employees and medical staff to keep all employees and 
medical staff providers throughout the health system informed about 
the rapidly changing environment.

Big Sky Medical Center Current Status

Big Sky Medical Center is prepared for and has the appropriate 
personal protective equipment (PPE) to collect specimens to send to 
the state lab in Helena for COVID-19 testing. Specimen collection, 
and subsequent COVID-19 testing, is based on individual evaluations 
of persons who come to Big Sky Medical Center and that evaluation 
is based on the guidelines from the local and state health departments 
and the CDC and includes review of symptoms, medical history, and 
travel history. It is important to note that the current COVID-19 test 
is not reliable when specimens are collected from people who do not 
have any symptoms.

Medical supply monitoring and management information is being 
shared daily throughout the health system to ensure each care site has 
the supplies needed to care for their patient populations.

Enhanced visitor restrictions for Big Sky Medical Center are in effect 
due to the influenza virus and COVID-19 precautions:

• People with symptoms of respiratory illness/infection (cough,  
 runny or stuffed nose) or fever are prohibited from visiting   
 patients that are hospitalized.

• Persons of any age who are sick should only come to the hospitals  
 to seek care for themselves. 
• Hospitalized patients are permitted one healthy, asymptomatic  
 visitor at a time as medically necessary. Visitors or companions  
 under the age of 18 are not allowed.
• Patients in the emergency departments are only allowed one   
 medically-necessary companion; no other visitors are permitted.
• Any patient who is confirmed positive or is under active   
 investigation as an inpatient or in the emergency department at  
 either Bozeman Health Deaconess Hospital or Big Sky Medical  
 Center for COVID-19 will not be permitted visitors.

For persons visiting their Bozeman Health medical provider, a clinic, 
b2 UrgentCare or b2 MicroCare:

• If you are sick (fever, cough, or sore throat), please do not visit or  
 accompany a patient to their visit unless the patient is a minor,  
 and do not enter the care site or clinic except to seek care for   
 yourself.
• Only one visitor or companion of a patient may accompany the  
 patient if medically necessary.

Bozeman Health General Emergency Preparedness

Bozeman Health provides expert, quality care to patients each and 
every day. Emergency preparedness is an important component of our 
daily operations to assure we are able to provide optimal care to both 
patients and staff in any situation.

Bozeman Health has an emergency preparedness plan that was 
developed using best practice materials from FEMA, along with an 
emergency preparedness team that regularly meets and conducts 
emergency response drills at entities throughout the health system.

An important component of Bozeman Health’s emergency 
preparedness plan is a close working relationship with Gallatin 
City-County Health Department, Gallatin County Emergency 
Preparedness, and other partners including Montana State University, 
which Bozeman Health maintains through active participation in 
the All-Hazards All Disciplines (AHAD) quarterly meeting held by 
Gallatin County Emergency Preparedness. Participation in AHAD 
includes training classes, conducting drills and tabletop exercises and 
collaboration on process and procedure for handling incidents or 
emergency situations as a larger community.

More than 20 Bozeman Health leaders and clinical team members, 
including three Big Sky Medical Center employees, have completed 
comprehensive training in Healthcare Leadership in Mass-Casualty 
Incidents at FEMA’s Center for Domestic Preparedness in Anniston, 
Alabama in the past year as part of continuous emergency preparedness 
training and development efforts. Much of the work required for 
emergency preparedness is done behind the scenes but is a critical 
component of Bozeman Health Big Sky Medical Center’s day-to-day 
operations.

A full version of the story is available on explorebigksy.com 

Bozeman Health Big Sky Medical Center COVID-19 preparedness
Health System Incident Command Activated February 10, 2020
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BY BELLA BUTLER

BIG SKY—Among the slew of public services altered by the novel COVID-19 
virus, the Gallatin County Sheriff ’s Office as well as the Big Sky Fire Department 
are reacting and adjusting to adhere to recommended guidelines of the ever-
changing global pandemic.

Gallatin County Sheriff Brian Gootkin and Big Sky Fire Department Interim-
Chief Greg Megaard are both overseeing in-house as well as procedural adjustments 
within their departments to ensure continued public safety as well as the health of 
their own employees. 

Both administrators stressed the importance of keeping their staffs as well as the 
public informed with timely and accurate information. The sheriff ’s office is striving 
to remain up to date with regular trainings from in-house health professionals 
so that deputies are aware of necessary precautions such as wearing appropriate 
personal protective equipment (PPE) like face masks and gloves when necessary. 

In addition to the trainings, Sheriff Gootkin has also encouraged his staff to employ 
common sense. For instance, patrol deputies may keep a further distance from 
vehicles while conducting traffic stops, rather than leaning in—while also taking 
stock of any potential dangers within the vehicle. Sheriff Gootkin is also grateful for 
external sources of information that are readily available to him and his officers so 
that they are always prepared to make the most informed decisions. 

“We have one of our retired captains hooked at the hip with the health department, 
so that way if we have any questions or issues, we have an immediate source. . .to ask 
the experts and get answers from them,” Sheriff Gootkin said. 

Chief Megaard is relying heavily on the frequently updated streams of information 
coming from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as well as the Gallatin 
County Health Department. 

“Big Sky Fire [Department] is doing everything to be prepared to respond to the 
community’s needs, to support them not only from an [emergency medical service] 
standpoint but anywhere they can help,” Chief Megaard said. Tacking on additional 
precautions to education and equipment preparations, the fire department shut 
down public tours, ride-alongs and any other activities that required the public to 
enter their facilities. 

While internal work to adjust to the far-reaching consequences and threats of the 
virus have kept the departments busy, Sheriff Gootkin was pleased to report that the 
sheriff ’s office has experienced little trouble while out on the job. 

“Things have really been quiet. People have been very cooperative; people have been 
very nice,” Sheriff Gootkin said. 

However, with a struggling economy and many people out of work, the sheriff fears 
what may be coming down the pike. “People getting desperate, that’s our major 
concern now as law enforcement.” 

Sheriff Gootkin referenced comparable catastrophic events in history, such as the 
Great Depression, where many people’s response to the national struggle was to seek 
reprieve by means of criminal activity.  

“The sheriff ’s office always plans for the worst and expects the best, and we 
don’t panic,” he said, confident in the office’s preparation in cooperation with the 
Emergency Operations Center for such a trend. 

In the spirit of prevention, Sheriff Gootkin stressed to his deputies a cite and release 
protocol for misdemeanors like trespassing and shoplifting in order to avoid the 
spread of the virus behind bars. 

“We want to try and limit exposure in the jail,” Sheriff Gootkin said. “The jail is a 
very difficult place because it has one ventilation system, so if we get a sickness or a 
virus, the problem is there is no place for anyone to go.”

For offenses that infringe on public safety, such as assault or driving under the 
influence, perpetrators will still be taken to the jail. 

Another concern for both Chief Megaard and Sheriff Gootkin is the protection of 
their employees. 

“It is imperative to make sure we are protecting ourselves through the proper 
PPE,” Chief Megaard said. “If we have one member or multiple members [of 
the department] test positive, that would impact our staffing significantly.” Chief 
Megaard said that while a staffing shortage due to viral infection would tax the 
department, the community would see no difference in response. 

Sheriff Gootkin echoed Chief Megaard’s promise to the public. “We are public 
safety, No. 1, and we will continue to operate regardless. . .we have to continue to 
work to make sure people are safe.” 

Nationally, proactive measures are being taken to ensure that EMS professionals 
are well stocked and such a shortage doesn’t occur. The National Registry of 
Emergency Medical Technicians is continuing testing in order to certify emergency 
medical technician candidates. A provisional EMT certificate is also being offered 
to candidates who complete a required educational program as well as pass the 
cognitive exam, while the psychomotor examination is currently suspended. 

Chief Megaard added that as a 24-hour operation, the fire department is a 
consistent resource for concerned citizens to reach out to with questions. 

Sheriff Gootkin also extended the sheriff ’s office phone line to the public, 
encouraging those with questions or concerns to reach out. The sheriff has proudly 
witnessed a community of people willing to come together in times of need, and he 
is glad to be a part of it. 

“Every time we see the worst things happen. . .we see the best in people. Especially 
in this community, in this county, it’s amazing how we sort of rally and support each 
other. It’s good for the soul to see how people react and come together.”

To reach the Gallatin County Sheriff ’s Off ice, call (406)-582-2100. To reach the Big Sky 
Fire Department, call (406)-995-2100. 

Emergency responders ready for duty during pandemic

Employees of the Emergency Operations Center prepare for COVID-19-related conflicts while 
carrying out daily work. PHOTO COURTESY OF SHERIFF BRIAN GOOTKIN

The Big Sky Fire Department is refreshing COVID-19 in-house prevention and emergency response 
protocol in accordance with the Center for Disease Control and the Gallatin County Health 
Department. PHOTO COURTESY OF BIG SKY FIRE DEPARTMENT
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News from our publisher, Outlaw Partners

BY MICHAEL SOMERBY 

In town centers around medieval England, one would hear the ancient cry, 
“Hear ye, hear ye!” and run toward it. 

In those days the ability to read was a luxury, so the responsibility of 
dissemination, professionally speaking, fell on the shoulders of a celebrated 
individual: the town crier.

His job was to gather a crowd, sometimes with the assistance of a gong or bell, 
and yell breaking news to onlookers. 

Several centuries later, in March 2019, Explore Big Sky launched our “Town 
Crier” e-newsletter, the latest rollout in an ongoing effort to enhance digital 
engagement and stay current with emerging digital trends.

The newsletter has been popular for months, but EBS has witnessed 
tremendous growth in the “Town Crier” audience over the last eight weeks. 

The reason is plain to see. 

Events of today ironically parallel some of those of medieval times, notably the 
spread of a pestilence. While the COVID-19 pandemic pales in comparison to 

the terror rendered by the Black Death, which claimed roughly 95 percent of 
people infected by some estimates, folks in both periods searched for answers, 
information and updates from their local news provider. 

And nothing is more direct than straight-to-inbox delivery format, aside, of 
course, from standing beneath a town crier’s soapbox to hear his words. 

Now, more than a year after the 2019 launch, that “Town Crier” newsletter 
model has evolved into a five-times-a-week dynamo, boasting more than 16,000 
dedicated subscribers eager for local and regional news along with great music, 
stimulating quotes, timely videos and incredible photography—entirely hand-
picked by the EBS staff and delivered to your inbox each day. 

We aim to provide subscribers with an informative and entertaining platform 
where you can gather your bearings in the news cycle. Never before has a regular 
missive, chock-full of the content people need to navigate this temporary new 
normal rendered by COVID-19, been more relevant and appreciated. 

For “EBS: Town Crier” seekers, a subscribe function has been added to the 
explorebigsky.com homepage. Visit bit.ly/2Uh1Ob9 for a direct link to the free 
subscription form. 

‘Town Crier’ hits stride 
E-newsletter covers COVID-19, other area news five days a week

How concerned are you about the COVID-19 
disease and symptoms associated with it?

 1(low)-10(high)

Is living in Montana a 
benefit or detriment to you 

during times of national 
crisis or emergency?

Do you feel the magnitude of 
closures of public gatherings, 
businesses, schools, events, 

etc. was necessary?

Would you like to see more 
mental health assistance  

programs developed  
and marketed?

Has your business and/or job been 
financially affected by COVID-19  

and closing of the ski resort? 

1(low)-10(high)

94%
BENEFIT

89%
YES

76%
YES

6%
DETRIMENT

10%
NO

24%
NO

1% 17%4% 2%12% 3%4% 5%8% 8%19% 12%6% 4%6% 2%12% 5%27% 39%

1 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 910 10

EBS surveyed the community about how the recent COVID-19 coronavirus has affected them and the services they would like to see, 
along with the virus's affect on local businesses and the overall current state of the union in Big Sky. We received a flood of responses 
and are sharing a few with you here. Visit surveymonkey.com/r/PKT96R9 to take the survey. - The Editors

COVID-19: A community survey

Numbers accurate as of EBS press time.



In the face of COVID-19
The EBS staff took to the streets to document the shift in Big Sky since March 15. Late winter is normally full of visitors, 

the restaurants and bars brimming with patrons. Here's a look at the past two weeks in photos. -- The Editors

OUTLAW PARTNERS PHOTOS
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BY BELLA BUTLER

MISSOULA – Montana gubernatorial candidate Whitney Williams 
retains a devout belief that Montanans are more alike than they are 
different. During a time when the national paradigm of polarization 
fissures a rift between the left and the right, and in the midst of the 
COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, the sixth-generation Montanan 
believes Montana abides by a different set of values.

“There is not a great divide in Montana,” Williams said in a recent 
interview with Explore Big Sky. “We like our neighbors, we still wave 
at each other, we still pull each other out of a ditch, and at the end of 
the day we will take care of each other.” 

It’s this vision of her home state that propelled Williams to run in the 
2020 Montana gubernatorial election atop a platform of issues that 
she identifies as core concerns for all Montanans—on both sides of 
the political aisle. 

During her recent 56-county tour, countless conversations with 
residents have strengthened her passion for her campaign’s focuses, 
pre-kindergarten education, pharmaceutical justice and protecting 
public lands, as well as bolstered her platform with additional points 
of interest such as renewable energy expansion and providing mental 
health services. 

Williams grew up indoctrinated with a duty to serve the public. 
Having been raised by Pat Williams, Montana’s longest-serving 
congressman, and Carol Williams, Montana’s first female majority 
leader, Williams has a deep appreciation for the role government plays 
in the lives of many, but much of her life has been spent serving the 
public through her company, williamsworks, which seeks to advise 
Fortune 500 companies and private citizens to come together to 
address global challenges. 

In the rough social and economic waters stirred by the COVID-19 
global pandemic, Williams has practiced her self-described problem-
solving skills, adjusting her communication with voters to virtual 
platforms.

On June 2, Williams will vie her opponent, Lt. Gov. Mike Cooney 
on the Montana primary election ballot to represent the Democratic 
Party in the 2020 general election.
  
EBS: Both you and Lt. Gov. Mike Cooney have deep roots in Montana 
politics. How have your experiences especially prepared you for this role?

WW: I think it’s private sector experience. Though I care deeply 
about government and I do believe government has a very important 
role in people’s lives, I just happen to have done my change-making 
and my service outside of government, and I think that that asset of 
having been a private sector person who cares about people is a real 
strength and a real contrast. 

Explore Big Sky: While urban areas in Montana have experienced rapid 
growth in recent years, much of Montana is still considered rural. How do 
you plan to balance the interests of an expanding urban population and 
established rural population?

Whitney Williams: I feel that rural Montana and small towns are 
struggling. Not to say that these bigger counties aren’t, because we’ve 
all got our own sets of issues … but I want to be a governor for all of 
Montana, not just some of Montana. There are 2,000 appointments 
that the governor gets to make to boards and commissions across the 
state. It’s a really important way to elevate voices and to elevate talent 
from across the state. I think we can do that with rural Montana 
and small towns to make sure that they have a seat at the table when 
we are having conversations about how to move their communities 
forward. I think that’s a thing we could all do a little more of in this 
state and in this country is listen to each other. 

EBS: According to the University of Montana’s Institute for Tourism 
and Recreation Research, Gallatin County ranked No. 1 in non-resident 
spending in 2017, with the majority of tourism based in outdoor recreation 
opportunities. How do you plan to support this region’s tourism economy as 
well as residents’ interests as they relate to public lands?

WW: Not just in that part of Montana, but this whole state relies 
on tourism and the sort of outdoor economy. Seven billion dollars 
in spending last year and 70,000 jobs are dependent on the outdoor 
economy in Montana. So first of all … we are going to keep 
public lands in public hands. We are not going to let the Trump 
administration transfer them back to the states, which is nothing 
more than trying to get developers and make it into a personal 
playground. 

EBS: How do you hope to balance these efforts with private development 
interests?

ENVIRONMENT & OUTDOORS
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Backcountry hazards heightened pg. 21 Coronavirus and climate change pg. 31
Grizzly Council prepares for tough 
talks pg. 27

Q&A with Whitney Williams
Gubernatorial candidate seeks to support Montanans both in crisis 
and moving forward

Gubernatorial candidate Whitney Williams has been on a 56-county tour of Montana, spreading 
the word about her campaign and gearing up for the primary election, where she will face her 
well-known opponent, Lt. Gov. Mike Cooney. PHOTOS COURTESY OF WHITNEY FOR MONTANA
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WW: Everyone is welcome. We are 
Montana; we are a welcoming place. I 
would start with that and then say that 
we need to be sure that some of our 
wealthy out-of-state pals who are coming 
and making Montana their personal 
playground, we just need to make sure that 
they are paying for that privilege. I think 
currently, that is not the case. We need 
to take a look at that and see what more 
we can do across the largest landowners 
and make sure that we keep Montana 
Montana by keeping public access.

EBS: How did you come to identify 
education, specif ically access to pre-K 
and holding pharmaceutical companies 
accountable as your other primary campaign 
platforms? 

WW: I am a product of public schools. 
Good, high-quality public education is 
guaranteed to us in our constitution in 
Montana, and we need to make sure that 
we start a little bit earlier. We are one 
of only 12 states that doesn’t educate 
our 4-year-olds … For little brains and 
little learners, we know that in investing 
in them and getting them into public 
education … the data is in. We know how 
much better kids do. [Another reason] is 
an economic issue, particularly for woman, who have a harder time 
working outside the home when they’ve got a little one and our 
economy depends on our ability to have people be in the workplace 
when they want to be in the workplace. 

[P]harmaceutical companies, for decades, have been taking advantage 
of Americans, and it’s immoral. We need to protect ourselves in 
Montana. The federal government is not solving the problem and 
we need a governor who is going to be tough enough to stand up to 
pharma, to do what we can in the legislature, to negotiate better drug 
prices on behalf of folks in the state. We need to bring transparency to 
what pharmaceuticals cost, and if we need to take them to court than 
we take them to court. 

EBS: Big Sky is one of 10 resort communities in Montana. How do you 
plan to support issues unique to these communities, such as workforce 
housing shortages?

WW: We have a gigantic problem with affordable housing in this 
state, and we need to do more about it. One thing I think a state can 
do is make available more state tax credits to developers to incentivize 
them to build, because it is not the easiest thing to do, and they 
need incentives, and we need to make it so that people are willing 
to build in communities, and one of the ways is through state tax 
credits, which we just don’t offer enough of. We have to incentivize 
the private sector to be able to do the work that we need to do to take 
care of Montana’s workers—and currently, we’re not doing that. 

EBS: How do the circumstances of the current COVID-19 crisis change 
how you plan to lead as the governor of Montana?

WW: When it comes to my leadership as Montana’s next governor, 
this pandemic has certainly presented a new set of challenges. Right 
now, our first priority is to protect the health and safety of Montanans. 
Afterward, we will need to help our families, friends, neighbors, workers 
and businesses rebuild our economy, restore jobs and businesses and 
adapt to a new reality. That takes experienced leadership. Fortunately, 
I’ve made a career out of solving tough problems and bringing people 
together. I’ve helped folks across the world recover from catastrophe, 
and I plan to bring folks of all sorts together to tackle the new 

challenges ahead of our great state. It won’t be easy, but Montana is full 
of fighters, and I’m proud to be one of them.

EBS: What advice can you offer for small businesses during this 
tumultuous and uncertain time?

WW: First off, as a small-business owner myself, my heart goes 
out to the small-business owners and workers affected by this 
pandemic. The amount of grit and determination that it takes to 
succeed as a small business owner in Montana is immense [and] the 
spread of a pandemic only makes this success harder to achieve. With 
an unprecedented shift in consumer behavior, small businesses and 
nonprofits are hurting, and it’s our job as consumers to do all that we 
can to support our local businesses.   

We’ve seen creative solutions all across the nation ranging from 
“dining bonds” to online sales, and all of those are great ideas. Even 
more important is that our state and federal government do all that it 
can to support small businesses struggling to make payroll. This is an 
uncertain and difficult time, and I would encourage small businesses 
to take advantage of all state and federal assistance, as well as explore 
local options from organizations seeking to help local businesses.

EBS: What advice can you offer Montanans as the state as well as the 
globe cope with current and future social and economic impacts as a result 
of the COVID-19 crisis?

WW: In Montana we help our neighbors. That should not, and 
cannot stop, because of an obstacle. There are fantastic organizations, 
new and old, in Montana and around the nation, that are finding 
ways to help people affected by the crisis. A lot of folks have some 
extra time on their hands, and I would ask them to chip in. We’re all 
affected by the spread of coronavirus, but we need to look beyond 
ourselves and figure out how we can do our part. 
 
Of course, we need to follow CDC and DPHHS guidelines, but 
we can’t let this pandemic disconnect us. Call your family, call your 
friends and find ways to stay in touch with those that you hold dear. 
We may have to stay six feet apart, but the only way that we get 
through this is together.

Visit explorebigsky.com to read the full interview with Whitney Williams.

Williams, a native Montanan, still remembers catching her first of many trout in Georgetown Lake. Formative moments in the outdoors 
propel the gubernatorial candidate to fight for public lands, one of her primary platforms. 
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BY TODD WILKINSON
EBS ENVIRONMENTAL COLUMNIST

We are a country, society and region unaccustomed to 
dealing with involuntary pause.

We’ve been caught up in the race of progress and keep 
telling ourselves there’s no convenient time to take a 
breather. We put it off, waiting for the moment that 
always seems too elusive. Now one has arrived, a break 
in the action, imposed upon us against our will. 

We in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem are familiar with high adrenalin, the brisk pace 
set by economic boomtimes of late. At the northern tier of our realm, we have Bozeman, 
fastest-growing micropolitan city in the United States; we have Gallatin County which is 
the fastest growing county in Montana; and we have the Bozeman airport that year after 
year continues to smash records for the number of people flying in and out. 

In the tarrying frenzy there has been no vision articulated or championed by elected 
officials for laying out where the area will be in another human generation. One reason 
offered up as an excuse? City and county officials have claimed they are overworked, 
understaffed and underfunded. simply trying to keep up. 

Down U.S. Highway 191 is the ski resort “town” of Big Sky where billions of dollars in 
recent years have been invested in real estate development, fueling a speculative fever that 
has the same devil-may-care atmosphere of a 19th century gold rush town, replete with 
a manic and largely disorganized approach to planning and zoning. No civic or business 
leader in Big Sky wants to be quoted publicly acknowledging this fact, but privately, “off 
the record,” many people there admit that development has been out of control. The 
mindset is no different than what one finds in Bozeman.

So thoughtless and non-anticipatory has the approach been that the local Big Sky sewer 
system has been brimmed to capacity for a while and various kinds of malfunctions have 
caused spills with some effluent reaching the liquid gem of Gallatin Canyon: the Gallatin 
River, one of Montana’s legendary fly-fishing streams. 

Along with the construction frenzy in Big Sky, traffic levels on winding 191 have made it 
one of the most treacherous roads to drive in the Northern Rockies; moreover, the valley 
that holds Big Sky and which cul-de-sacs at the base of Lone Mountain has no real 
backdoor escape route in the event of a summer wildfire blazing through from the east. It 
is a disaster waiting to happen. 

Down in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, there’s Teton County—the richest per capita county 
in all of the United States where the part-time elite dwell in 10,000 square foot neo-West 
baronial castles, some that cost $30 million to build while grunt laborers and working class 
professionals are unable to find or afford rentals. Some of the seasonal help lives in tents. 
Paradise to those living at opposite ends of the spectrum has different connotations.

Further south of Jackson Hole, in the Upper Green River Valley, the footprint of oil and 
gas development continues to balloon, overtaking critical habitat for migratory pronghorn 
and mule deer—one herd already has suffered a 40-percent loss in numbers from 
industrial impacts. The creep is continuing on public land deemed critical for greater sage 
grouse, which the state of Wyoming absolutely, positively promised it would protect in 
order to prevent federal listing of the imperiled bird under the Endangered Species Act. 

Meanwhile, in the core of Greater Yellowstone, visitation to Yellowstone National Park has 
increased nearly every year for a decade and large numbers continue to pack neighboring 
Grand Teton which is also dealing with a high influx of airline travelers flying into the 
park. Those crown jewel parks in summer are hardly places that yield quiet interludes with 
nature and any talk of limits is treated as taboo.

In 2019, statisticians with the U.S. Geological Survey reported that tourism to Yellowstone 
generates nearly $650 million annually in economic benefits and visitor spending 
supports 7,089 jobs for the local economy. Nearby, Grand Teton anchored $792 million in 
economic activity in and around the southern half of the ecosystem, with visitor spending 
supporting 8,620 jobs. Combined, just for those parks, that’s $1.5 billion annually and 
15,500 jobs. 

Nationally, for every $1 invested in national parks it returns $10 in economic value, a 
ratio that is much, much larger in Greater Yellowstone. In addition, there are hundreds of 
millions of dollars generated annually through the downhill skiing, fly fishing, dude ranch, 
hunting and outdoor recreation economies. 

Across Montana, outdoor recreation accounts for $7.1 billion in consumer spending and 
71,000 jobs—the second largest sector in the state economy. In Wyoming, according 
to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, outdoor recreation generated $1.6 billion in 
economic activity. 

Even as Wyoming’s once-strapping coal industry has staggered like a pummeled prize 
fighter on the ropes, nature-based tourism, which is really what outdoor recreation is, 
remained a reliable engine, insulating towns in the northwest corner of the state from the 
ill-effects befalling communities in the distant Powder River Basin. 

Outdoor recreation has become its own form of an extraction industry, no different from 
that of real estate. Like every industry its health is measured according to traditional 
metrics—rising revenue, recruitment of more customers, more users, more ways of 
monetizing a finite resource. 

There has been no vision for Greater Yellowstone championed by government civil 
servants, notably from leaders of the National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of 
Land Management and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; at least none that lays out where 
this public-land rich region will be in another human generation. It hasn’t happened for a 
number of reasons that go beyond the short-term tenures of those in charge.

Leaders often claim they are overworked, understaffed and underfunded. Privately, they 
are afraid to act boldly because it might threaten their job security. They’re too afraid to 
craft the very vision that citizens who pay their salaries expect of them. 

Now fears of coronavirus have ground everything to a standstill. The unimaginable is here 
and we don’t know how long it will last. We have moved into Instant Deep Recession 
with the economic lifeblood activities of Greater Yellowstone suddenly foisted, along with 
everywhere else in the country, into suspended animation.

If COVID-19 doesn’t kill people, the inescapable painful strategy to contain the virus, by 
prohibiting travel, is certain to devastate many of the businesses and jobs associated with 
all of the above. Livelihoods of our neighbors and fellow citizens are on the line and if we 
know anything it is that the less-off among us suffer disproportionately more than those 
with means.

No one welcomed this forced moment of pause, hardship and potential loss of loved 
ones. Yet it is here. It is a reminder that, in the end, no matter how much hubris we 
possess during boomtimes, including our blithe ignorance or denial of science, nature 
holds the trump card with regard to the future of our species. We have ignored this 
fact at our own peril. 

Can this lead to an awakening? 

Conspicuously absent during these soaring years of sprawling human footprint in 
Greater Yellowstone has been any meaningful reflection on just how special the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem is—not just in the West, or the U.S., but globally. Getting the 
region highlighted in a special edition of “National Geographic,” as occurred in May 2016, 
doesn’t cut it.

There’s no other ecosystem quite like it. As you read this on your laptop or cell phone now, 
or when you sit down for a meal with your family, test your own ecological literacy and 
knowledge. Ask this question: name five extraordinary aspects of Greater Yellowstone that 
set it apart but which have nothing to do with it being a fine place to play outdoors. 

Is the value of Greater Yellowstone, its incomparable concentration of wildlife and its 
unfragmented wildlands, only measured by the ability of the private sector to turn its assets 
into legal tender? And if that’s your answer, then how does that square with protecting and 
preserving the five things on your list?

Greater Yellowstone faces serious issues. As we all hunker, this space will be dedicated 
to sharing reflections on how we emerge from this crisis smarter and better prepared to 
protect it in a way that has never managed to happen in any other part of the Lower 48.

In contrast to the shop-worn idiom “time’s a-wastin’,” what can we do now to make sure 
this isn’t wasted time for pondering possibilities we otherwise wouldn’t? Until now, the 
most valued and yet scarce asset in our lives has been the moments that allow us to take 
stock of things only visible during a pause. 

Churches are closed but nothing should stop us from deeper consideration of our spiritual 
connection to nature and each other. 

If you don’t understand what this means, spend some time conversing with a vulnerable 
elder or a terminally ill friend. Ask them what they think is important. Ask them what 
they’ve cherished most about community, family and being able to live in or visit a region 
like ours. Most will provide an answer that has nothing to do with money or status. Most 
have greater appreciation for the future they may never see—a world as it ought to be, 
than we do in our race to get ahead.

Todd Wilkinson is the founder of Bozeman-based “Mountain Journal” and is a correspondent for 
“National Geographic.” He’s also the author of “Grizzlies of Pilgrim Creek” about famous Jackson 
Hole grizzly bear 399.

When things come to a standstill, it 
is time to take stock of what we have
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks are announcing modifications to 
operations at the request of local county health officers from Park County, Wyoming, 
Park County, Montana, Teton County, Wyoming, and Gallatin County, Montana. The 
health and safety of our visitors, employees, volunteers and partners is our number one 
priority. The National Park Service is working with federal, state and local authorities to 
closely monitor the COVID-19 pandemic.

Effective March 24, Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks are closed to all 
park visitors until further notice. There will be no visitor access permitted to either 
park. State highways and/or roads that transcend park/state boundaries and facilities 
that support life safety and commerce will remain open. Both parks will cooperate on 
the implementation of the closures. We will notify the public when we resume full 
operations and provide updates on our website and social media channels.   

“The National Park Service listened to the concerns from our local partners and, 
based on current health guidance, temporarily closed the parks,” said Yellowstone 
Superintendent Cam Sholly and Grand Teton Acting Superintendent Gopaul 
Noojibail. “We are committed to continued close coordination with our state and local 
partners as we progress through this closure period and are prepared when the timing is 
right to reopen as quickly and safely as possible.”    

The parks encourage people to take advantage of various digital tools available to learn 
about Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks.  

Visit nps.gov/yell/learn/photosmultimedia for digital resources on Yellowstone and nps.gov/
grte/learn/photosmultimedia for resources on Grand Teton.

Updates about NPS operations will be posted on nps.gov/coronavirus. Please check with nps.
gov/yell and nps.gov/grte for specif ic details about park operations.    

ENVIRONMENT & OUTDOORS

Yellowstone and Grand Teton close to visitors

Yellowstone National Park announced an immediate closure to visitors on March 24 in response 
to COVID-19. NPS PHOTO

At First Security Bank, Totally Free Checking really is 
FREE!  Free of minimum balances and hidden weekly, 
monthly, or annual fees.  We also have three great 
interest-bearing accounts to fit your every need.

OURBANK.com  ///  406.995.2321
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BY BELLA BUTLER

After the recent closures of Bridger Bowl and Big Sky Resort due to 
COVID-19 concerns, many skiers and boarders weren’t ready to relinquish 
turns yet to be had in the still-snowy mountains of southwest Montana. 

With lifts retired for the season, skiers, boarders and snowmobilers have 
taken to the backcountry in pursuit of the tail-end of a season cut short. 
Recreating outside can offer invaluable benefits during trying times such 
as mood-boosting elevated serotonin and endorphin levels. However, those 
getting out in the backcountry are no longer in controlled terrain and are 
more vulnerable to a number of hazards. 

To Doug Chabot, director of the Gallatin National Forest Avalanche 
Center, more traffic in the backcountry means more triggers. According to 
the National Avalanche Center, over 90 percent of avalanche accidents were 
triggered by the victim or someone in the victim’s party. With people being 
the predominant initiators of avalanches, greater numbers of people amount 
to increased risk. 

Chabot warns that in busier locations, such as Bridger Bowl and Beehive 
Basin, people should consider not only the threat they pose to themselves 
but also to those around them. “The danger exists not only for the people 
that would trigger and get caught, but if it’s crowded, we’re now putting 
other people at risk because there might be people underneath us.”

This time of year, it is especially critical to take necessary precautions in the 
backcountry as the snowpack transitions from winter to spring conditions, 
a trend GNFAC forecasters are already taking note of. Chabot says that a 
wet snowpack is a weak snowpack, a reality that grows more prevalent as 
the sun rises higher in the sky and reaches the surface of the snow in greater 
concentration. 

“We are seeing some smaller wet avalanches, but we are warning people that 
as the temperatures get warmer, if they are sinking into wet snow, it’s time to 
go elsewhere,” Chabot said. 

Other threats particularly partial to the warming season are cornices. 
While the big overhangs of snow are dangerous throughout the entire year, 
they reach an ominous phase in the spring after building up all season 
and weakening with the warming temperatures. According to Chabot, 
new backcountry travelers have a tendency to underestimate how far back 
a cornice’s breaking point extends. This is a hazard that demands acute 
attention and consideration so as not to send a bomb-like cascade of snow 
down on others, Chabot said. 

Spring conditions play a mentally deceiving game, as well. “We tend to 
equate snow stability with our feelings. ‘It feels good, it’s such a beautiful 
day,’” Chabot said, having observed the pattern of eager snow sportsmen and 
woman each year. “Well, the snowpack doesn’t care.”

During this time of changing conditions and heavier backcountry traffic, it 
remains as essential as ever to retain best practices when moving through 
uncontrolled terrain. Chabot emphasizes the continued importance of 
reading the advisory, carrying rescue gear, going with partners and using the 
GNFAC as a resource. 

“We’re here to help [backcountry travelers] make good decisions,” Chabot said. 

For more information and to check the avalanche advisory, visit mtavalanche.com 
or call the advisory phone at (406)-587-6981. 

Backcountry hazards heightened with spring temps and 
heavy traffic

The skin track at popular backcountry 
locations such as Beehive Basin show shines 
of frequent use, especially since traffic 
from closed ski resorts has moved into the 
backcountry. 

Fresh turns are just one of the allures of 
skiing and riding in the backcountry. During 
trying times, recreating in the outdoors can 
have tremendous benefits on both mental 
and physical health. 

A backcountry skier breaks trail through fresh snow at Beehive Basin.

Backcountry skiers dig a snow pit and test snowpack stability on a west-facing aspect at Beehive 
Basin. Doug Chabot, director of the Gallatin National Forest Avalanche Center advises backcountry 
travelers to continue to take necessary precautions, even as sunny spring days offer a false sense 
of security. 
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BY KATHY BOUCHARD
EBS CONTRIBUTOR

I’m thinking drums. Recalling the young heroine of Disney’s “Moana,” when she 
grasps the sticks and a thunderous “ba-BOOM” heralds her quest to restore the 
balance of Nature, what musical instrument could be more empowering to two 
little girls? In the second day of home-schooling, their dad and I are trying to 
think of ways to keep them busy without resorting to the television. They finished 
their e-learning assignment in about 30 minutes, can’t play with the neighbor 
kids, visit the library, or have a treat at the cute little chocolaterie in town. While I 
raked through the flower beds, they spent hours creating a “fairy garden” near the 
sprouting day lilies. But there’s rain in the forecast. Wouldn’t it be fun to learn a 
musical instrument? 
 
The call came March 12 from a harried son, who had obviously given up against 
“I think we should call your mother,” and his agitated wife who just knew the 
twins and their 5-month-old sister all home together weren’t going to respect her 
boundaries while she tried to work from home. She correctly anticipated closure of 
daycare and schools, wondering if I’d be able to even get there at all. I left Montana 
36 hours later and drove back through time. 
 
I’ve never done it in less than 23 hours, and that was maximum speed with other 
drivers taking shifts. Given the freezing fog and slippery conditions, there was so 
much time to watch the country slowly go by. Many small towns are even smaller 
and more run down, others, dramatically thriving with large hotels and fueling 
stations where you can buy home decor, shower or gain 5 pounds admiring their 
homemade fudge. On the road, from the mountains, through the broken hills of the 
Custer Battlefield, under a desolate brooding sky, I thought about what has changed 
since my earliest road trips. 
 

Family size is one. Seven unbelted kids sprawled throughout the station wagon, 
mostly behaving, and forlornly staring at the billboard promises of goodies to be 
had at convenient roadside attractions. Forlorn because my parents didn’t stop at 
“tourist traps,” not once. 
 
Second most notable change is the lack of trash along the highways. Before the 
stunningly successful anti-litter campaigns of the 1960s, our nation’s highways were 
strewn with refuse tossed from car windows. Much of it related to cigarettes; foil 
wrappers, cartons, butts, but also garbage of every description. It defiled the pastures 
and farmland, and inundated otherwise charming small-town streets. It was the 
norm of the time, but things changed for the better. 
 
But other changes may be more subtle. Cornstalks left from the harvest have 
weathered the winter, rather than being plowed under. Wetlands have reappeared 
where they always should have been as their importance to filtering water, 
preventing floods and sustaining wildlife is more clearly understood. Old bridges 
continue to rust, maintenance forgotten as budgets tighten and tax bases shrink. 
 
Well into my second day of the drive came high wooded bluffs and the Mississippi, 
magnificent in its breadth, burgeoning with the waters drained from the upper 
Midwest. My memories failed to give it justice, and I noted signs advertising 
historic river trails. It’s at the top of my bucket list of things to do after. After this 
global reset. 
 
It turns out the twins will learn the ukulele, which their father has already taken 
up. It’s going to be a long haul and I’m already really tired, but I can rock that baby! 
Stay safe.

Kathy Bouchard is a member of the Rotary Club of Big Sky’s Sustainability Committee. 
She has been a Montana resident for 20 years and is inspired to work for sustainability on 
behalf of her grandchildren.

Navigating a global reset
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STAY 
IN(SPIRED)
We’ve always been good at staying in. But now 
it’s our responsibility. The Architect’s Wife is 
here to share her collection to keep you and 
your space inspired along with goods to keep 
things interesting. Visit our growing collection 
at   A RC H ITEC T S W I FE .COM/S H O P 
to discover unique games, books, puzzles, 
candles, books, and more.



WHAT IF YOU HAVE A
RESPIRATORY ILLNESS?

STAY 
HOME:

No
Symptoms
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Symptoms

Severe
Symptoms

CALL IN:
No
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Mild
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Moderate
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Severe
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If you are sick enough that you would normally go to the doctor, call your health provider before going in person.

If you are sick and have mild symptoms, stay home and self-isolate as much as possible.

COVID-19 symptoms include:
cough, di�culty breathing, 
and a fever over 100.4˚F

If you are experiencing a medical emergency, call 911.

875 HARMON STREAM BLVD. | BOZEMAN, MT | 59718 | 406.587.5626 | WWW.BANKOFBOZEMAN.COM

The Gallatin Valley's Home

for Community Banking.

Just like a savings account, the funds in your

money market are insured by the FDIC*-

 so your funds are safe.

Open with just $1,000

Access your account instantly

online or through the mobile app

Enjoy higher earnings and

complete liquidity* with our tiered

interest rates

EARN MORE WITH OUR

PERSONAL MONEY MARKET:

*Some limits or restrictions may apply



Bucks T-4
46625 Gallatin Road, Big Sky
(406) 581-3337
buckst4.com

Country Market
66 Market Place, Big Sky
(406) 995-4636
bigskygrocery.com

Lone Peak Brewery
48 Market Place, Big Sky
(406) 995-3939
lonepeakbrewery.com

Olive B’s Big Sky Bistro
15 Center Lane, Big Sky
(406) 995-3355
olivebsbigsky.com

Lotus Pad
47 Town Center Avenue D1, Big Sky
(406) 995-2728
lotuspad.net

Boundary Expeditions
PO Box 161888, Big Sky
1-888-948-4337
boundaryexpeditions.com

Grand Targhee Resort
3300 E Skihill Rd, Alta, WY 83414
(307) 353-2300
grandtarghee.com

Lone Peak Performance and 
Fitness
32 Market Place, Big Sky
(406) 995-4522  |  lonepeakpt.com

OZssage Therapeutic Spa
32 Market Place, Big Sky
(406) 995-7575
ozssage.com

Santosha Wellness Center
169 Snowy Mountain Circle, Big Sky
(406) 993-2510
santoshabigsky.com

Blue Raven Properties
PO Box 160006 , Big Sky
(406) 209-4850
info@blueravenproperties.com

Bucks T-4
46625 Gallatin Road, Big Sky
(406) 581-3337
buckst4.com

Architects Wife
23 W Babcock Street, Bozeman MT
(406) 577-2000
architectswife.com

Consignment Cabin
48025 #2 Gallatin Rd.
(406) 993-9333
stores.myresaleweb.com/consignment-cabin

Country Market
66 Market Place, Big Sky
(406) 995-4636
bigskygrocery.com

Creighton Block Gallery
88 Ousel Falls Road, Big Sky
(406) 993-9400
creightonblockgallery.com

Gallatin Alpine Sports
169 Snowy Mountain Circle
(406) 995-2313
gallatinalpinesports.com

Grizzly Outfitters
11 Lone Peak Dr ste 101, Big Sky
(406) 551-9470
grizzlyoutfitters.com

Dave Pecunies 
Photography
33 Lone Peak Drive, Big Sky
davepecunies.com

Shelly Bermont Fine Jewelry
32 Market Place Suite 2, Big Sky
(406) 995-7833
shellybermont.com

Anderson Enterprises
(406) 995-2811
jimandersonenterprisesinc.com

Assured Partners
(843) 706-2438
assuredpartners.com

Don Pillotte - Berkshire 
Hathaway
55 Lone Peak Drive, Big Sky
(406) 995-4060
www.donsmontanaestates.com

Big Sky Build
87 Lone Peak Drive, Big Sky 
(406) 995-3670
bigskybuild.com

Big Sky Chamber of 
Commerce
55 Lone Mountain Trail, Big Sky 
(406) 995-3000
bigskychamber.com

Big Sky Town Center
33 Lone Peak Drive, Big Sky 
(406) 586-9629
bigskytowncenter.com

First Security Bank
55 Lone Peak Dr, #A, Big Sky
(406) 993-3350
www.ourbank.com

Blue Ribbon Builders
145 Center Lane, Big Sky
(406)995-4579
blueribbonbuilders.com

Bozeman Health 
334 Town Center Ave, Big Sky
(406) 995-6995
bigskymedicalcenter.com

Holmes Construction
(406) 581-9427
jimholmesconstruction@gmail.com

L&K Real Estate
11 Lone Peak Drive #201, Big Sky
(406) 995-2404
lkrealestate.com

LTD Real Estate
81 Snowy Mountain Circle, Big Sky
(406) 995-2800
ltdrealestate.com

Martha Johnson-Big Sky Real 
Estate Co.
25 Town Center Ave, Big Sky
(406) 580-5891
bigsky.com

On Site Management
1283 N 14th Ave #101, Bozeman
(406) 586-1500
onsitemanagement.com

Quick Print of Big Sky
235 Snowy Mtn Circle #2, Big Sky
(406) 995-7884
qpbigsky.com

Big Sky Landscaping
PO Box 160273, Big Sky
(406) 995-2668
bslmt.com

Monica’s Salon
11 Lone Peak Drive #203, Big Sky
(406) 995-2722
bigskyhair.com

Natural Retreats
11 Lone Peak Drive, Big Sky
naturalretreats.com
888-451-0156 or 406-995-4148

Elliott Interior Design
Big Sky, MT
(406) 551-3995
lorielliott123@gmail.com

Amy Woodger--Big Sky Skin Care
169 Snowy Mountain Circle, Big Sky
(406) 548-8654
Santoshabigsky.com

SAV Digital Environments
47 Town Center Avenue C-1 Big Sky, MT
(406) 586-5593
savinc.net
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SUMMER BUS TOURS
Yellowstone Upper &  Lower Loop Tours

Virginia City & Nevada City Tours
Private & Custom Tours Available Daily

Certified Interpretive Guides
Free pick up at local campgrounds and West Yellowstone hotels.

800-426-7669
YellowstoneVacations.com/Tours

BOOK YOUR TOUR TODAY!

EXPERIENCE THE UNFORGETTABLE

WITH YELLOWSTONE VACATION TOURS!

SAV Digital Environments designs, manages 

and installs innovative home and business 

automation solutions: Audio-Video Systems, 

Motorized Shades & Blinds, Network & Wireless 

Solutions, Lighting & Climate Control, Access 

Control, Surveillance & Alarm Systems, System 

Support, Whole Home Automation, and more, 

all backed by 24/7 reliable customer service.

406.586.5593 | welcome@savinc.net | savinc.net

Automation

Audio Systems Video Systems

Motorized Shades

Lighting Control

Surveillance & AlarmAccess Control

Wireless Networks

System Support

Climate Control

‘‘ Our success is largely dependent on the degree 
of invisibility. In a discerning home like this, it is 
paramount that you provide an electronic product 
that disappears or adds to the visual aesthetics.’’ 
– Cory Reistad, SAV Digital Environments

© Gibeon Photography
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BY JESSIANNE CASTLE

LIVINGSTON – Despite frenzied health and economic concerns 
as COVID-19 makes waves in Montana, the Governor’s Grizzly 
Bear Advisory Council has reaffirmed its commitment to finding 
solutions for coexisting with grizzly bears. 

The council was slated to meet in Browning on March 18 and 
in Choteau on March 19-20, but in light of the fluid coronavirus 
situation, the council elected to hold a video conference March 19-
20 instead. The morning sessions were available to watch live via 
YouTube and on the council’s website.

The 18-member panel was selected by Gov. Steve Bullock last 
summer from a pool of more than 150 applicants and is tasked 
with providing recommendations to the governor and Montana 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks on how the Montana public would 
like to see grizzly bears managed. Bullock has asked the council 
to submit recommendations by August after the course of eight 
meetings scheduled between October 2019 and July 2020.

“What we’re really dealing with is bears are moving beyond the areas 
where we have policies,” said FWP grizzly bear research biologist Cecily 
Costello. “We actually have to create some new policy regarding these 
areas in between. The reality of what is in between makes things a little 
more difficult … We’re running into more people.”

Costello added that the council is intended as a first step in the public 
engagement process for creating new policy about situations such as 
if, when or where a bear should be relocated and what are acceptable, 
effective ways of reducing conflicts.

During the March meeting, the council continued to discuss in smaller 
groups a list of more than 100 emerging ideas and began integrating 
smaller group work into a shared document the entire council can discuss. 
While the emerging ideas have not been announced publicly—they 
were generated through an informal brainstorm session and do not yet 
represent a consensus opinion from the council—the ideas are tangible, 
applicable suggestions related to human safety, healthy bear populations, 
conflict response and mitigation, information and education, as well as 
governmental, interagency and tribal coordination. 

The council elected to start these conversations in smaller groups as a 
first step for tackling potentially controversial ideas and many members 
said they felt the groups were ready to have a full-group discussion.

Jonathan Bowler, a resident of Swan Valley near Condon, said having 
these hard conversations requires honesty and trust from every person on 
the council and now is the time to find common ground.

“We have a really great foundation and a personal respect and a value for 
each other’s ideas,” Bowler said. “We need to lean back on that now and 
understand that we’re going to have some dissenting ideas.” 

Specifically, council members said they are ready to talk in upcoming 
meetings about where bears should be in Montana, whether it’s in every 
corner of the state or in identified locations in the western half; what, if 
any, role hunting might play in the future; and how to improve conflict 
response to livestock depredation.

“I think we’re really going to have to have that discussion and figure out 
where we all stand and then find middle ground and see where we can go 
from there,” said council member Trina Jo Bradley, a rancher in Valier.
 
To support these large-group discussions, the council has asked to 
hear from experts in Alaska and Canada about the opportunities and 
challenges around hunting, as well as George Edwards with the Montana 
Livestock Loss Board about rancher compensation when livestock is 

killed by grizzly bears. The panel has previously heard from state and 
federal biologists, as well as nonprofit staff about grizzly bear connectivity, 
distribution and the current efforts to support coexistence.

A significant portion of the meeting was dedicated to discussing the 
council’s process, the impacts of COVID-19, and how to make these 
larger group discussions accessible to the public. 

The council was created as an initial public process, and in order to 
represent views from across Montana, the council determined to meet 
at various locations in the western half of the state and dedicate time to 
hear from each community. So far, the council has met in East Helena, 
Bozeman, Missoula, Polson and Libby and was scheduled to meet in 
Browning, Choteau, Red Lodge and Dillon.

With uncertainty around the full impacts of coronavirus, the group 
grappled with how best to proceed while continuing to engage the rest 
of the Montana public. Council members were eager to continue their 
work via teleconference over the next few weeks, but also noted the 
importance of face-to-face time and the ability to visit communities that 
are impacted by grizzly bears.

Multiple council members expressed interest in rescheduling meetings 
so that they can visit communities in person once issues surrounding the 
virus have been resolved. The council also requested the possibility of 
extending its deadline to submit recommendations.

Charlie Sperry, responsive management supervisor for FWP and one of 
nearly a dozen state and federal support staff aiding the council, thanked 
the council members for their continued dedication to grizzly bears 
despite trying times.

“We’ve known for a long time this is a special group,” Sperry said. “It just 
shows what an incredibly passionate group you are. From the bottom of 
my heart and everybody at FWP, thank you very much.”

While a final decision on rescheduling or setting a time for the next 
teleconference had not been made as of EBS press time on March 25, 
facilitators Heather Stokes and Shawn Johnson of the University of 
Montana were coordinating with council members about how to proceed 
and a new schedule will be forthcoming. 

Council members said they will continue to accept online comments 
or questions from the public through a submission form online, and 
for now this will stand in place of public comment during meetings. 
During the March meeting, facilitator Stokes reported the council has 
received 300 comments.

Visit fwp.mt.gov/fishAndWildlife/management/grizzlyBear/gbac.html for 
more information about the Governor’s Grizzly Bear Advisor Council, to view 
meeting minutes and to submit individual comments.

Grizzly council prepares for tough talks, adjusts to coronavirus

A grizzly cub of the year stands in Grand Teton National Park. NPS PHOTO



We're here to serve you in good times and challenging times. 
The real estate market in Big Sky and Southwest Montana remains strong.  

The lights are on at L&K and we wake-up everyday to work hard for you. 
We are studying real estate market data, expanding our marketing platform and 

executing work on your behalf daily. 
Please reach out to us with any questions. 

We are here for you.

Is your Real Estate team for life. 

LKRealEstate.com  | 406.995.2404
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O N S I T E M A N A G E M E N T. C O M

B U I L D I N G  P E A C E  O F  M I N D

Holmes 
Construction

Licensed and Insured
JimHolmesConstruction@gmail.com

Big Sky, MT

Jim Holmes
General Contractor

(406) 581-9427
New Construction

Remodeling
Kitchens & Baths

Additions
Decks

Skidsteer & Gradall
Tile

All Types of Home Repair

Whatcha’ got goin on!

Daily 11:00-4:30PM

47 Town Center #A1, Big Sky

(406) 995-7492

www.pinkygs.com

$8

SLICE

SALAD  &  SODA
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TRAPPER’S CABIN  |  $9,995,000
#321234  |  CALL DON

640± acres surrounded by national forest and the Lee Metcalf 
Wilderness. Privately held since the 1930’s, Trapper’s Cabin 
Ranch has never been offered for public sale until now.

TIMBERLOFT DR LOT 22B  |  $485,000
#206525  |  CALL DON

Outstanding forested parcel w/ views of Lone Mtn. Grassy 
meadows w/ forested building site. Additional acreage 
available up to 140± more acres. End of the road privacy!

TIMBERLOFT DR LOT 22A  |  $435,000
#206527  |  CALL DON

Outstanding forested parcel with views of Lone Mountain 
and Spanish Peaks. Grassy meadows with forested building 
site, very private! End of the road privacy!

70 LUHN LANE  |  $829,000
#341416  |  CALL DON

This warm and inviting home sits on the banks of the West 
Gallatin River, conveniently located between Big Sky and 
Spanish Creek near the northern portion of Gallatin Canyon.

TBD COWBOY HEAVEN  |  $890,000
#342619  |  CALL DON

Ski-in, ski-out property in Moonlight Basin Resort. The build site is on 
the south side of the property just above a ski trail, easy access to a 
build site due to an access easement across an adjacent property.

DON PILOTTE broker, gri, nce, rrs, sfr 406.580.0155  |  ANDREW INCHES sales associate 406.581.6595  |  BRUCE WINTER sales associate, gri 406.581.4658 
KATIE ERBES sales associate 406.579.3639  |  PETER MACKENZIE sales associate 406.223.1195  |  TONI DELZER sales associate 406.570.3195       

WHITE GRASS LOT 303  |  $595,000
#341305  |  CALL DON

Beautiful sunny southfacing property facing Lone Peak with 
great ski access. Excellent building envelope allowing terrific 
views of the surrounding area as well as Lone Peak. 

Serving Big Sky for over 20 years
Now offering blower door services with infrared 

technology for your log home

THANK YOU, 

More information at: wcsmontana.org/bear-smart

When you “Stash Your Trash” properly in a 
bear-resistant trash can we can break the 
cycle of bears getting into trash and make a 
strong move towards keeping bears wild.

Big Sky residents, businesses,  
and visitors for keeping 
Big Sky Wild!  
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BY JONATHAN THOMPSON

In the time of coronavirus, I headed to southern Utah’s remote canyon 
country to do some extreme social distancing. 

All I knew when I emerged a few days later in western Colorado was that 
the world was confusing. I half-expected to find empty highways and 
shuttered businesses. What I witnessed was an armada of black SUVs, 
loaded down with passengers and skis, all headed to the resort town of 
Telluride. This was mid-March.

Clearly, a lot of folks were determined not to let a deadly pandemic get in 
the way of their ski vacation. It occurred to me then that perhaps things 
weren’t so bad, after all. If that many people were still headed for the 
slopes, the crowded restaurants, bars and supersized petri dishes—er, hot 
tubs—then surely the danger of the virus had passed, right? Wrong. 

What I was witnessing was just one instance of an ad hoc, failed response 
to a crisis. It resembled a magnified version of the global response to 
climate change in which half the population is in panic mode, while the 
other half insists on life as usual.

I saw this play out in even starker relief in the supermarket in Montrose, 
which serves as a supply town for mountain towns to the south, including 
Telluride. The parking lot was packed, and at first glance things inside 
seemed fairly typical for a ski season Saturday. The avocados and bell 
peppers were stacked high in the produce section, and the fancy cheese 
bin was overflowing. Then I noticed the potatoes were all gone.

I hurried back to the rice and beans aisle only to find what I ascertained 
to be high-risk folks—older, frail-looking—staring at empty shelves. 
It was the same with the dried pasta section, where all that remained 
were a few boxes of gluten-free stuff. I grabbed them and anything else 
that would give me sustenance for the next week or so while I lived and 
worked out of my car.

Back out in the parking lot a massive Cadillac Escalade and a handful of 
Chevy Suburbans were lined up in front of the liquor store. One woman 
told her companion to move the car closer because “we’ve got way too 
much to carry.”

Then it felt like a cascade: Meetings were cancelled, my kids were 
being ordered to vacate their college dorms immediately, giving them 
little choice but to get on planes and fly across the ocean back to 
Bulgaria, where I live. Restaurants were shutting down. Meanwhile, the 
ski vacationers were stocking up on booze. Did they think they were 
immune? Or did they believe President Trump when he first downplayed 
the virus, even calling it a hoax? 

It’s tempting simply to roll one’s eyes: They’ll get what they deserve, 
while those who hole up in their houses and try to do their part to 
mitigate the virus’s spread will stay healthy. 

Unfortunately, it doesn’t work that way. By continuing on with their 
lives, the vacationers could negate the efforts of the conscientious 
crowd, and likely spread the virus to the people working in the 
restaurants, hotels and shops. 

Climate change is no different. It does little good for one person to 
reduce their carbon footprint if all around them everyone else—with the 
encouragement of the federal government—drills for oil, burns natural 
gas or coal and consumes without limits, as if the climate catastrophe 
were just another media fixation.

What we need to battle both this virus and climate change is a 
coordinated, society-wide response. We need leaders who aren’t afraid of 
taking bold, decisive action, regardless of how it might impact the stock 
market or the bottom line of political donors. It truly is a matter of life 
and death. 

That same day, March 14, Colorado Gov. Jared Polis took decisive action: 
He ordered every ski area in the state to shut down and then imposed 
restrictions on public gathering places. San Juan County, home of 
Telluride, went farther: mandatory lock down, shelter in place, all tourists 
and non-residents must leave, and mandatory testing of the entire 
population by a private company. 

Now we just need the same kind of resolve to tackle the climate crisis. 

Jonathan Thompson is a contributor to Writers on the Range.org, a nonprofit 
dedicated to spurring lively conversation about Western issues. He is a freelance 
writer and author of the forthcoming novel, “Behind the Slickrock Curtain.”

What the coronavirus teaches us about climate change

A mountainous view near Telluride, Colorado. CC PHOTO



CALL DIRECT TO BOOK PRIVATE FLIGHTS  

TO/FROM Bozeman AND Any   

LOCATION ACROSS THE WEST.

Citation Excel 
• 9 Passengers Max
• Full Refreshment Center, Premium Snacks and Beverages, Ample Lighting and 

Storage in Lavatory, Cabin Temperature Control, Service for Special Requests

 Pricing:
 From $3500/hour

CJ2
• 7 Passengers Max
• WiFi, Refreshment Center, Leather Seats, 

Comfortable Configuration and Aft Lavatory
 
 Pricing:
 From $2600/hour

The mission at Generation Jets is to provide the highest standards in safety and class  
in the private lift industry, fulfilling a high-end, customer-service focused solution to travel. 

Book Now | generation-jets.com | 1-833-436-5387
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BY BELLA BUTLER

BIG SKY—With the paramount 
danger of the contagious 
COVID-19 virus dictating the 
societal day-to-day, another 
threat lurks in the background. 
While physical health is a 
prominent concern, mental 
health may also be at risk in the 
midst of extreme uncertainty 
spurred by the global pandemic. 

Ally Wold, a licensed marriage 
and family therapist, suspects 
that fear of the virus paired 
with economic strife and other 
tangential concerns may instigate 
a rise in mental health challenges, 
namely anxiety and depression. 

“I think when we get out of our 
routines [and] we’re asked to do things differently, I think that can 
kind of get anybody on edge,” Wold said during a March 24 phone 
interview. 

Wold also recognized that while these are challenging circumstances 
for many, some people may be more vulnerable to emotional struggles 
than others. Individuals who have a history with anxiety or depression, 
Wold said, are more likely to experience symptoms during this 
unusual period. “We can all have some sort of spectrum of anxiety or 
depression; we all have moods that we can feel … but some people are 
going to be more prone to the extremes of that.”

For many, though, dealing with a pandemic of this scale is likely 
unprecedented, and everyone will assume their own sets of challenges. 
Luckily, Wold believes there are varying degrees of efforts that can 
combat discomforts. 

Wold sees the less populated Big Sky area as a treasured opportunity 
to get outside without the worry of being closely surrounded by others. 
“We do have a lot of options here which is really nice for people to still 
be able to do those things, feel a little bit more normal, get a little space 
from the people that you’re stuck with in your house and still have 
some sense of relief,” the therapist said. 

For the time that must be spent working, in many current cases from 
home, Wold suggests that it’s best to try and maintain a normal routine 
and identify how best to transition to “work mode.” Wold said to 
attempt channeling an inner child and “find your homework spot,” a 
place where interruptions will be few and far between and frustrations 
can be best avoided. 

An additional source of heightened stress for many is a constant 
influx of information from sources that don’t always agree and 
often exaggerate, according to Wold. It’s best to limit media time, 
she said, especially for those already feeling some level of anxiety. 
She suggests identifying a credible source that offers facts and 
recommendations, nothing more, and choosing a brief daily window 
to consume this information. 

When do you know that your anxiety or depression is reaching a level 
of concern? Wold offers a simple tool to answer this question. Identify 
your own feelings of anxiousness or melancholy on a scale of one to 
five. If necessary, enlist someone close to you and ask them to gauge 
your behavior for you. 

“If you’re running at a four or five all the time, something needs to be 
done, probably, to help you calm down,” Wold said. Solutions to de-
stress could include talking to a friend, reading, journaling or spending 
time outside. But, she says, only the individual can truly discern when 
their feelings and behaviors warrant professional help. 

For those less concerned about their own mental health and worried 
instead about someone else in close proximity, Wold advises that the 
cultural fear of discussing unpleasant topics be set aside in the interest 
of compassion. 

“If you’re coming from a loving place, I think most people have a pretty 
good response to a caring suggestion or even just a caring question.”

HEALTH

Big Sky Beats: "What a Wonderful 
World" pg. 45 Back 40: The Icemen pg. 46

SECTION 3: 
HEALTH , SPORTS, 
BUSINESS & FUN

Local Buzz Tatom pg. 36

Therapist addresses COVID-19-related mental health concerns 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLY WOLD

Ally Wold's Mental Health Resources

Podcast:
The Happiness Lab with Dr. Laurie Santos

Literature:
"The Chemistry of Calm" and 
"The Chemistry of Joy" 

  by Henry Emmons

Telehealth option:
Better Help

Minfulness App:
Headspace

Hotlines: 
National Alliance Mental Illness 
800-950-6264; 
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline 
1-800-273-8255
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As you may know, we have made the difficult decision to cease 

operations due to COVID-19 through the remainder of the winter 

season in a collective interest for our employees, community, and 

guests. This decision was made with heavy hearts, we did not 

want to close, but during this this global pandemic, it is best for 

our employees, community, and guests. 

We thank you for your patronage and wish everyone the best. Stay 

safe and healthy. We hope to see you this summer. 

THANK YOU

GRANDTARGHEE.COM • 800.TARGHEE (827.4433) • ALTA, WY
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47520 #1A Gallatin Rd  ·  Gallatin Gateway, MT 59730
(888) 571-0119  ·  info@beehivemanagement.com

Locally Based. Exceptionally Delivered.
When you join our team, you join our family. We believe in creating long-lasting genuine relationships with 
our clients and guests. Our standards set the pace for the local vacation rental and property care market. 

Our practices ensure your home is being cared for as if it were our own, an unmatched precedence within the 
local market. Our top priority is to create ease in the lives of our clients. We commit to creating a stress-free 

experience and by doing so help families make their Big Sky dreams come true.

47520 #1A Gallatin Rd  ·  Gallatin Gateway, MT 59730  ·  (888) 571-0119  ·  info@beehivemanagement.com
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BY LINDA ARNOLD
EBS CONTRIBUTOR

Our worlds have been rocked.

As swift changes have been thrust upon us, we’ve all had to 
do a lot of adjusting. While we’re continuing to learn about 
the physical effects of the COVID-19 virus, what about the 
mental and emotional effects?

Freedoms take a back seat

As Americans, we’re not used to having our freedoms restricted. Or being told where we can 
and cannot go. 

Jobs are changing. Incomes are affected. The stock market is plunging. Schools are closed. 
Childcare challenges abound. Restaurants, gyms and many businesses are closed. Travel is 
prohibited. Events are being canceled, right and left.

Fear and anxiety are running rampant. You’ve had a couple of weeks to get used to this “new 
normal,” at least for the coming weeks or months.

Out of control

First and foremost, we’re driven at a basic level by the need for safety and security, and to be 
in control of our lives. 

That’s all going out the window with this public health threat. To help deal with this 
uncertainty, author Anne Lonsdorf has some simple strategies:

- Examine and identify your fears.
- Turn “what if ” thoughts into “what is” statements.
- Be aware you can choose your thoughts (which result in your feelings).
- Focus on what’s going right in your life.

Go for the W.I.N.

A handy technique is WIN. Stop to ask yourself, “What’s Important Now?” This brings you 
into the present and helps you focus on what you can control.

If you’re working remotely—and the kids or grandkids are out of school—interruptions will 
persist. Share the load and assign household tasks to avoid resentment. 

Getting organized also helps you feel in control. Catch up on home projects or cue up that 
YouTube exercise video. Make a dent in that stack of books on your nightstand. 

Social distancing can even inspire other modes of connecting: long-neglected phone calls or 
handwritten notes. Indulge in things that give you peace of mind like inspirational reading, a 
hot bath, soothing music or a walk in nature.

Are we there yet?

We all know this is going to take time. And we don’t know how long that will be. So, be 
gentle with yourself.

Crisis situations can bring out the best—and the worst—in us. Folks may feel threatened 
and hoard supplies. On the other hand, there’s an outpouring of support from volunteers.

This crisis is still pretty new. As we settle into the next few weeks, we’ll be able to see more 
predictability in our daily lives.

Your self-discovery channel

Too often our inner voices get drowned out by all the noise in our outer worlds. Take the 
opportunity to go within during this social distancing period. You may even stumble onto 
your own “Self-Discovery Channel.” 

By reflecting on what matters most, you’ll be able to look at your priorities, redefine your 
values and focus on what you really want to create in your life. Journaling, meditation and 
prayer are helpful practices. 

I’d like to close with this alternative greeting I learned from artist Amy Zerner as an option 
to the “elbow bump” for a safe and spiritual greeting. 

Place your hands in the prayer position and hold to your heart (yogi style). Rather than the 
traditional “namaste” greeting, say, “nama-stay-away-from-me.”

Linda Arnold is a syndicated columnist, psychological counselor and founder of a multistate 
marketing company. Reader comments are welcome at linda@lindaarnold.org or visit lindaarnold.
org for information on her books.

Loan approval is subject to credit approval and program guidelines. 
Not all loan programs are available in all states for all loan amounts. 
Interest rates and program terms are subject to change without 

notice. Visit usbank.com to learn more about U.S. Bank products and services. 
Mortgage and Home Equity Products are offered through U.S. Bank National 
Association. Deposit Products are offered through U.S. Bank National Association. 
Member FDIC. ©2019 U.S. Bank.

• Residential one to four units, fixed, adjustable or interest only
mortgage options

• Mortgage priority process, products and scheduling to meet
your loan closing date

• Primary, second home, condominium, co-op and investment one
to four unit properties

• Residential single close construction, lot loan, renovation &
expansion options

• Ability to hold title in an approved Trust, LLC, LLP, Corp or other
non-operating entity

• Conforming, jumbo and super jumbo loan size availability

• Lending in all states (some loan types are limited to specific
states)

Get started today. Contact your Private Wealth Advisor to 
find out more about residential mortgage options.

Personalized mortgage options 
to fit your financial strategy

At U.S. Bank Private Wealth Management, we tailor the 
home financing experience to fit your needs.

Customized mortgage options include:

Gina Marshall
Wealth Management  
Mortgage Banker
1460 N 19th Ave.
Bozeman, MT 59718
Direct: 406.522.3293 
gina.marshall@usbank.com 
NMLS#: 489006

privatewealth.usbank.com

Jim Wentzel
Wealth Management  
Mortgage Banker
817 Colorado Ave. Ste 203 
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601 
Direct: 970.404.3393  
jim.wentzel@usbank.com 
NMLS#: 91413

How’s your “new normal” 
working out?
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BY BRANDON WALKER

BIG SKY – Athletics have played a 
large role in Buzz Tatom’s life. The 
Dallas, Texas native racked up numerous 
accolades—top 100 recruit, captain, 
and all-state honors among others—
throughout his fantastic high school and 
collegiate football career. But all of his 
accomplishments aside, it is a lesson that 
his high school football coach taught him 
that has stuck with him to this day. 

“I by no means think I’m an expert on 
coaches, but I’ve been around a lot of good 
ones and I’ve been around a lot of bad 
ones,” Tatom said. “…Realistically, they 
can change a kids life, which is what my 
high school coach kind of did. They can 
be somebody that you say ‘hello’ to and you 
have memories about and then the third 
aspect is the guy that you try to forget. I 
don’t know [that] even coaches realize how 
much impact they have on kids.”

A resident of Big Sky for nearly a decade, Tatom’s story began at 
Richardson High School in Richardson, Texas. It was there that he 
met the man who would impact his life forever: Winston Duke. Duke 
was the coach of the Eagles high school football program when Tatom 
joined the team. 

Tatom, the youngest of three siblings growing up, was an undersized 
football player by his own account, struggling to gain and maintain 
weight during his adolescence. Tatom took to the weight room to 
reshape his lean stature, working out constantly to stem the tide, but to 
no avail. As a ninth-grade student—considered junior high in Tatom’s 
school district at the time—he was picked to join the high school team.

Tatom came to be an Eagle of Richardson high school; the rival school 
of his junior high school. Not knowing anyone, the tight end and 
outside linebacker had to grapple with being the youngest athlete on 
the team. He also remembers being late to practices as he was provided 
transportation by bus every day.

Tatom entered a talented, senior laden squad. He didn’t receive much 
playing time early in the season and recalls enduring punishing 
practices as the seniors roughed up the underclassmen. “The poor bus 
driver got to the point to where you know he’d give me a hug every day 
when I got off the bus because he knew I was fixing to take a beating,” 
Tatom said. “…I finally had to tell him you’ve got to stop giving me a 
hug because A, people see it, but B it doesn’t put me in the right frame 
of mind when I’m walking into this situation.”

In Tatom’s opinion, the team was underperforming as the season 
progressed. Lacking a sense of camaraderie and ‘team’ atmosphere, 
instead they were dealing with a clear divide between the upper 
classmen and lower classmen. 

The seventh game of the year sparked a moment that would result in 
a decision from his coach that would influence Tatom’s life forever. He 
had finally earned a larger role and was seeing an increase in playing 
time. He vividly recalls a play in which he made a key block to free 
up one of his senior teammates to run for an 80-yard touchdown. As 
all of his teammates were celebrating the score in the endzone, Tatom 
unenthusiastically walked to the sideline. “If I went down there to give 
a high five, I doubt anybody would’ve given me a high five,” he said.

Initially the action went unnoticed. It wasn’t until the Eagles’ film 
session the following day, when the play was replayed countless times, 
that his teammates and even coach Duke took notice. Tatom described 
his teammates finding enjoyment in his actions, even laughing at the 
replay as he strode off the field. After the film session ended, Duke 
approached the freshman.

“The coach walked over and sat down next to me and says, ‘Can I ask you 
a question?’ and I said ‘Sure’ and he said, ‘Why did you just walk off the 
field?’ I said ‘Well, I don’t really feel like…any of us young guys are really 
a part of the team,” Tatom said describing the interaction with his coach.

At the following practice Tatom learned the result of the brief 
conversation. “He benched those five guys. Which, if you can imagine, 
you’re benching five guys that end up playing Division I football…and 
so it was a big to do,” Tatom said. 

A coach’s lesson
Local Buzz Tatom: Sports more than simply a game

Tatom’s high school coach, Winston Duke (left), addresses one of his athletes at practice. PHOTO COURTESY OF BUZZ TATOM

Tatom (red jersey) hauls in a reception in front of a defender for a touchdown during his playing 
days at Texas Tech. PHOTO COURTESY OF BUZZ TATOM
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He recalls that Duke cited a lack of leadership as the reason for 
benching the five seniors. “We were playing our rival team that week 
and he said, ‘We may get beat, but you’re going to help your teammate 
up if he gets knocked down…we are going to support each other this 
week.” The Eagles, minus their five seniors, went on to defeat their rival 
high school handily. 

“From then on [Duke] was kind of known for having teams that very 
much, from the old guys to the young guys, had a team atmosphere that 
they support each other and were just all about doing whatever they 
need to do to make everybody on the team as successful as they could 
be,” Tatom said.

Tatom, a two-way player and three-year starter in high school, went on 
to play Division I collegiate football himself. He became a Red Raider 
of Texas Tech University from 1981 to 1984 starting three of his four 
years, but above all it was that lesson of leadership and the importance 
of valuing team members that he cherishes most. 

“It taught me how to be a leader and that it’s not about you, it’s about 
the team,” he said. “ … I ran a pretty good-sized business in Dallas. I 
would’ve never been able to grow it, I would’ve never been able to lead a 
team, employee wise or sports wise, without that experience. It just had 
such a huge impact on my life.”

Tatom recalls that Duke always led by example and never used foul 
language in front of his athletes. Tatom remained in contact with his 
high school coach throughout the years, especially in his 20s and 30s, 
and Duke even attended some of Tatom’s collegiate games. Duke 

passed away recently and Tatom said over 400 of the coach’s former 
athletes attended his funeral.

Tatom, now a coach himself of the Ophir Miners seventh- and 
eighth-grade girls basketball team, encourages people to reach out 
to individuals who have impacted their life in a similar fashion. “The 
thing that I hope for all kids is that they get the experience of having 
somebody in their life like that guy,” he said. “[Duke] was a head 
football coach for a high school for close to 25 or 30 years and all he 
did was impact people’s lives and that’s pretty special.”

SPORTS

Tatom (85) celebrates a touchdown reception during one of his games as a Texas Tech University 
Red Raider. PHOTO COURTESY OF BUZZ TATOM

Creighton Block

HOWARD FRIEDLAND 
“CROATIAN SEASIDE” | 10 H X 12 W  |  OIL

Town Center, Big Sky, Montana | creightonblockgallery.com | 406.993.9400
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I ICRC CERTIFIED FIRM
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Carpet Cleaning • Soil & Stain Protectants • Spot Cleaning
Upholstery Cleaning • Leather Cleaning

Fine Area Rug Cleaning • Tile & Grout Cleaning
Hardwood Floor Cleaning & Conditioning • Odor Removal

S I N C E  1 9 8 8

WE CARRY MORE THAN 
JUST YOUR SPIRITS.

MONTANA STATE
LIQUOR STORE

SHOP FOR MONTANA MADE GIFTS 
SHIRTS  •  HATS  •  GLASSWARE

A FRESH SELECTION OF CIGARS  
FROM OUR WALK-IN HUMIDOR

CALL US FOR HOME DELIVERY

Monday -Saturday 10-8, Sunday 10-6
223 Town Center Avenue, 406-995-4343
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Amuse-bouche refers to an appetizer, and by French translation 
means, “to entertain the mouth.” It offers a glimpse into what you 
should expect from a meal. Also it’s free, compliments of the chef.

AMUSE-BOUCHE

BOZEMAN 91.9 & 97.1
HELENA 89.1

LIVINGSTON 89.5
BIG TIMBER 90.5
GARDINER 107.1

NOW IN BIG SKY!
91.9 FM

(406) 219-2900  |  www.shoretosummitwm.com

REACH YOUR FINANCIAL SUMMIT

Personalized Investment Portfolios

Comprehensive Investment Planning and Wealth Management

Retirement Income Planning

Retirement and benefit plan approaches for small businesses

BY SCOTT MECHURA
EBS FOOD COLUMNIST

The other day, I decided to try and play a little game in my 
head. I was going to try to see how long I could go without 
hearing the words Coronavirus, or COVID-19. 

The plan was simple; I would go about my daily routine (as 
routine as any of us are these days), but at the same time, make 
an effort to not get involved in any conversations that might 
mention either of those two names, aiming to steer clear if I 

knew it might come up. Let’s call it verbal distancing.

I was defeated pretty early in the day.

Absolutely everyone is being impacted by this current social challenge. Even if you are one of 
the select few who are positively benefiting, you are still impacted in some manner.

Other than the hospital and health worker overload, there is one area that is feeling the 
effects more than almost anyone else.

Hospitality.

So many individuals and industries are being impacted by this shut down, but few, if any, are 
more impacted than hotels, restaurants and bars.

And the irony is that, for once in this valley, this shut down is more suited for Big Sky to 
come out on top rather than Bozeman.

For much of Big Sky, this was merely a premature ending to the inevitable closure we all 
face. That doesn’t lessen the effects, but it’s easier to work with than the many restaurants, 
bars and hotels that the rest of valley wouldn’t otherwise face. 

Much of the bar and restaurant industry operates on the commercial version of living 
paycheck to paycheck. That is to say, they function on very low margins, and are seldom able 
to earn, let alone hold on to, enough money for a rainy day. 

By now you’re wondering about the title of this article and what it has to do with all of this. 

Well, here is one of the most effective solutions to helping the devastated hospitality 
industry.

Paper and plastic; take your cash, but any money will do, and buy gift cards to all your 
favorite eatery’s and watering holes.

The beauty of gift cards for our cooking, serving and hotel brethren is that it’s money 
in the business today. Many establishments’ incomes have been slowed to a drip or 
been turned off altogether. It’s a great way for them to have, as minimal as it may 
seem, operating capital to either sustain some measure of low take out business now or 
increase their ability to re-open later. 

In conjunction with purchasing these gift cards from your favorite establishments, is the 
request to be patient if they re-open. And it IS if for many of them.

When that day comes when this industry is allowed to commence business, it will be an 
uphill battle to produce the funds necessary for payroll and purchasing product. Give them 
some time to get back in the game and acquire the foot traffic required to then absorb the 
meal you essentially already paid for but will bring them no monetary sale for, the day you 
dine or drink there.

From the friends and colleagues I have talked to, they will be more thankful than you can 
imagine. 

Whether this closure is helpful or harmful, a necessary and painful step, or panic 
stricken over reaction, remains to be seen and hardly matters now. The damage is 
already done for many.

I will be headed out today to purchase a few gift cards from some of my friends and 
favorites, and I encourage you to do the same. 

Because in the end, it comes down to this: it won’t really matter if the glass is half empty or 
half full if there isn’t anyone around to fill it. 

Scott Mechura has spent a life in the hospitality industry. He is a former certified beer judge and 
currently the executive chef at Buck’s T-4 Lodge in Big Sky.

Paper or plastic? How about both?
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Your trusted Big Sky real estate advisor. 
Providing exceptional service to buyers and sellers of Big Sky properties for 25 years.  

Let me be your community connection.
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288 Firelight Drive | $549,000 | MLS# 344157 Black Eagle Lodge, Unit 14| $1,936,000 | MLS# 338127 Crail Creek Condo 612 | $769,000  | MLS# 338452
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For your safety, Big Sky Medical 
Center Pharmacy is now o�ering 

curbside pick-up. Anyone with a new 
or refill prescription can call Big Sky 

Medical Center Pharmacy at 
406-995-6500 to request this option. 
All those picking up curbside will be 
able to pay with credit card over the 
phone. People wishing to have their 

prescriptions brought to them in their 
cars at the curb in front of Big Sky 

Medical Center Pharmacy simply need 
to call when arriving at the curbside.

Curbside pick-up
NOW AVAILABLE

Big Sky Medical
Center Pharmacy

call us at: 
406-995-6500 

to request
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JACKSONHOLE.COM ADVENTURE
YOURELEVATE

Jackson Hole Mountain Resort delivers summer adventure for all in a majestic natural setting — just 12 miles from Jackson Hole 
on the way to Grand Teton National Park. Start at the base of Teton Village to access hiking trails that will transport you high 
above the valley to stunning panoramic views of the surrounding mountain range. Hike through wildflower-covered fields and 
rugged mountain terrain to experience the best views in Jackson Hole — all within the resort’s boundaries.



We’ve moved to a  
new location in Town Center 

Just west of the new Wilson Hotel

In between Big Sky Eyes  
and Blue Buddha 

99 Town Center Ave. Unit A7

Open 7 days a week from 10am-8pm
406.995.4705

We have fur coats, jackets, vests, capes, mens furs, & accessories

  WONDERFUL INSIDE.

AND OUTSIDE ISN’T TOO BAD EITHER.

thewilsonhotel.com |  406.995.9000

145 TOWN CENTER AVENUE,  BIG SKY,  MT



1. Federal, state, and local governments use   
 census data to determine how tax dollars are  
 spent on social programming like    
 school lunches, plans for highways, support for  
 firefighters, and families in need
2. For each person counted, Montana receives  
 nearly $20,000 per person over the course of  
 a decade
3. The data collected shows geographic areas that  
 are underserved, which informs nonprofit   
 service delivery and grant proposals
4. If all of us are counted, Montana could gain   
 another congressperson
5. Taking part in the Census is our civic duty

“Working to Create A Positive Business Climate, the Big Sky Chamber is proud to 
partner with the Bureau of Business and Economic Research again to bring the 
45th Annual Economic Outlook Seminar to the Big Sky community.  This engaging 
half-day of programming will provide presentations from economists looking at 
the local, state and national forecasts with deeper dives into industry specifics 
like tourism, health care, manufacturing and more.
 
The headline topic for this event is Finding Good Workers because in today’s 
knowledge-based, social media connected and information rich economy, the 
rules of engagement between candidates and companies have changed. The 
economic success of local communities and the entire state depends on making 
the best match between workers and workplaces. Montana has some advantages 
in attracting talent, but there are plenty of things the state could do better.”

BigSkyChamber.com/events | 406.995.3000

The Big Sky Chamber of Commerce is a 501 (c)(6) nonprofit, membership organization

Creating A Positive 
Business Climate

Elevate Big Sky 2023

Purchase Tickets Online at: economicoutlookseminar.com/

CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDITS AVAILABLE FOR $30

• Montana Board of Public Accountants, 4 Credits

• Montana Board of Real Estate Appraisers, 5 Credits

• Montana Board of Realty Regulation, 4 Credits

• Society of American Foresters, Cat 2 – 3.5 hrs

• Montana Insurance Continuing Education Programs, 2 Credits

• Montana Human Resources (HRCI), 3.25 Business Credits

• Montana Teacher Professional Renewal Units, 5 Credits

THUR, MARCH 19TH | 8 AM - 1 PM 
Lone Peak Cinema | Lunch Included
$90 FOR INDIVIDUAL // $60 PER TICKET FOR GROUP OF 5+

2020 Economic 
Outlook Seminar

Plug
In! 

In 2017, MT received nearly 
$3 billion in federal funds 

because of Census data. That’s 
40% of the state’s budget.

Getting a complete and accurate census count is critically important for Montana and OUR COMMUNITY

Should you count Big Sky are your residence if you are a 
seasonal employee, college student or foreign citizen? 
YES – count your residence wherever you sleep and live on 
April 1st.

Who to Count – Everyone who is living in your home as of 
April 1 including roommates, young children, newborns, 
and anyone who is renting space in your home.

The Census takes just 10 minutes to answer  
9 simple questions that will shape Montana for 
the next 10 years. It’s vital we all do our part to 
get out the count

You can respond ONLINE at 2020Census.Gov or by phone 
at 1-844-330-2020 or by mail. Just be sure to do it 

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

For more information visit census.mt.gov/

Now through April 10th, Big Sky is under a Gallatin  
County-mandated closure of all bars, breweries, wineries, distilleries 

with public tasting rooms, and casinos.

However, our restaurants and retailers are still Open for Business. 

Here is a list of Big Sky restaurants offering take-out service: 

For those in need of food assistance: 

Make a BIG Impact
#SHOP SMALL
#DINE (OUT) SMALL

Put Your $ where your            is and support Big Sky by:

Buying Local  -  Having Food/Groceries Delivered
Dining “Out” by Ordering Take-out  -  Tipping Your Delivery Driver 

Buying Gift Cards  -  Being Grateful for Small Businesses that Give Back

For up to the minute changes, please visit 
bigskychamber.com/lovelocalrestaurants/

• Big Sky Community Food Bank is working tirelessly to help those in need with pre-
packed food boxes, expanded hours, home delivery Fridays  and vouchers to be used at 
local grocery stores. Find more information at bigskyfoodbank.org

• Big Sky School District is offering FREE boxed lunches for pick up between 11:00am - 
1:00pm Monday-Friday to anyone who may need this service. Please email  
lhurlbut@bssd72.org with your name, quantity of boxes needed and if it is for an adult or child

• Alberto’s Mexican Cuisine
4 – 8pm | 406.995.2326

• Blue Moon Bakery
7am – 8pm | 406.995.2305

• Blue Buddha Sushi Lounge
5 – 9pm | 406.993.2583 | 
Closed Mon-Tues | Delivery

• By W.O.M.
12 – 7pm | Closed Sat-Sun 406.995.2992
Online Ordering and Delivery

• Cafe 191
7am – 5pm | 406.995.3232

• Caliber Coffee
7am – 3pm; Sun 7am – 1pm  406.995.7311

• China Cafe
5 – 9pm | Closed Wed-Thurs
406.995.4488

• Copper Whiskey Bar
4 – 7pm | 406.995.2233
Family Style Take Out

• Cosmic Cafe Bus
8am – 5pm | 406.599.7269 

• Country Market
6:30am – 8pm | 406.995.4636
For those needing extra assistance, the 
Country Market will be offering a delivery 
service. If interested, call 406.995.4636 or 
406.581.5360. Orders can be placed over the 
phone or via email at bigskygrocery@gmail.
com, with door delivery offered between 
5 – 7pm Mon-Fri.

• Gourmet Gals
406.995.7300 | Online Ordering

• Hungry Moose
7am – 7pm | Both locations have closed to in-
store foot traffic effective Monday 3/23 
Town Center: 406.995.3045
Mountain – 406.995.3075
FREE Delivery (Orders of $35 or more) | FREE 
Online Ordering for Curbside Pick-up

• Lotus Pad
5:30 – 9pm | Closed Mon-Tues 406.995.2728
Delivery (payments go directly to drivers)

• Lone Peak Brewery
11am – 10pm | 406.995.3939

• Mi Pueblito Taco Bus
9am – 7pm | 406.223.6421

• Ousel & Spur
4 – 8pm | 406.995.7175

• Pinky G’s Pizzeria
12 – 3pm, 5 – 8pm Mon-Thurs, Sun 
and Fri – Sat 12 – 9pm
406.995.7492 | Delivery Fri-Sun only

• Roxy’s Market
7am – 9pm | 406.995.7427
FREE Delivery and FREE Online Ordering for 
Curbside Pick-up

• Slider’s Deli in the Conoco
6am – 3pm M-F; 7am – 2pm S-S 406.995.4275

• Steele Pressed Juice
9am – 1pm | Closed Wed-Thurs 406.489.2900

• The Cave
11am – 7pm | 406.995.4343
Closed Sun | Offering Curbside Pick-up

• The Rocks
11am – 8pm | Liquor Store is Open | 
406.995.2066



CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE
NOTICE OF ELECTION FOR INCREASE TO RESORT TAX FOR 
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
 
In accordance with Section 7-6-1504, MCA, the Gallatin County election 
administrator shall place on the ballot at the next election on May 5, 2020, a ballot 
issue whereby the electors of the Big Sky Resort Tax Area District shall vote FOR or 
AGAINST the question of whether the District’s resort tax should be increased by 1% 
for infrastructure projects as described herein.
 
The exact rate of the additional resort tax for infrastructure referred to the electorate 
shall be one percent (1%), which shall be in addition to the current resort tax rate of 
three percent (3%). The effective date of the additional one percent (1%) resort tax for 
infrastructure, if passed by the electorate, shall be July 1, 2020.
 
The duration of the additional one percent (1%) resort tax for infrastructure referred 
to the electorate shall be for the period of time it takes for the specified infrastructure 
debts and project costs to be paid. Pursuant to Section 7-6-1504(4)(d), as soon as the 
debts and project costs are paid in full, the additional one percent (1%) resort tax for 
infrastructure levy shall immediately terminate. However, under no circumstances 
shall the additional one percent (1%) resort tax for infrastructure continue beyond 
the expiration of the current term of the District on June 1, 2032, unless the term of 
the District is extended by the electorate and the infrastructure projects previously 
approved by the voters have not yet been paid in full.
 
In accordance with Section 7-6-1501(2), MCA, if approved by the electorate, the 
additional one percent (1%) infrastructure tax revenue shall be pledged for the 
following infrastructure projects in
the District:

a. Funding approximately 60% (but not to exceed $27,000,000) of the total   
    project costs for the Big Sky County Water & Sewer District No. 363’s Water  
    Resource Recovery Facility Expansion and Upgrade project.
b. Funding in an amount not to exceed $12,000,000 for the Big Sky County  
    Water & Sewer District No. 363’s Canyon Area Lift Station and Forcemain  
    and Reuse Pipeline project.
 

In accordance with Section 7-6-1504(6), MCA the District has established a list of 
goods and services that will be subject to the additional one percent (1%) resort tax for 
infrastructure, which list is found in District Ordinance No. 98-01.
 
If the above identified projects shall not be approved by the electorate, the District 
shall not be permitted to increase the existing resort tax, and the additional one 
percent (1%) resort tax for infrastructure shall not be levied.
 
Dated this 22nd day of March, 2020.
Eric Semerad, Gallatin County Clerk & Recorder

DON PILOTTE, BROKER  |  406.580.0155  |  RANCHMT.COM

© 2018 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently owned and operated franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are 
registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.®  Equal Housing Opportunity.

Riverstone Ranch
Riverstone is a first class sporting 
property set up to host small 
conferences and retreats. There 
is a recreational building, four, 
three bedroom guest homes and 
stocked fishing ponds on this 337± 
acre ranch, sited on the banks of 
the East and Main Boulder Rivers 
near McLeod, MT.

Trapper’s Cabin Ranch
A complete alpine section of land 
(640± acres) totally surrounded 
by national forest and wilderness 
in a location that could never 
be duplicated. The building 
compound consists of numerous 
log homes, a manager’s cabin, and 
a host of support improvements 
including an off-grid power plant.$15,000,000  |  #362529

$7,750,000  |  #321235

Call Kerri and Kevin Fabozzi 406-993-9333Open 6 days/week loCated in big Sky, MT in the big Horn ShOpping CenTer

 Featured Item

Find Your Treasures Here

Clothing 

Artwork 

Sporting 

GoodS

LiGhting

Furniture 

kitchen 

Dining 

BeD AnD Bath

Antiques

SiGned howard terpning GiClee “white woman” | 42/275
$3500, 10% ofF when you mention this FeAture item!

SERVICES
Big Sky Natural Health is working hard to help the community feel supported 
an empowered when it comes to their immune health. 

We have reduced our Immune Boost IV to $99 (usually $129) in an effort to 
reach more of the community and families. If businesses are looking to support 
their employees (Discovery Academy did this), we are also waiving the travel fee 
for home/office calls. We are spacing appointments at the clinic to avoid contact 
among staff and patients as well as doing house calls. We encourage those who 
may not be feeling well to please call us before coming in- we have many means 
to help everyone (including those who are not feeling well) and we want to do so 
safely and effectively. 
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Corner Quote BIG SKY
BEATS

Corner Quote

“What A Wonderful World”  
– Louis Armstrong
With perhaps the most recognizable voice of the 20th century, 
few recordings by jazz legend Louis Armstrong reached the 
levels of fame enjoyed by “What A Wonderful World,” recorded 
and released in 1967. 

“Satchmo,” as he was known, came to prominence in the 1920s in his hometown 
New Orleans and in Chicago, profoundly shifting the sounds of jazz from a 
collective ensemble to an emphasis on solo musicians, ultimately bringing those 
triumphs to New York’s jazz scene. His inventive trumpet and cornet stylings were 
perfectly balanced by a deep, rich voice that helped to popularize scat singing, a 
unique form of vocals that are both nonsensical and charming. 

“What A Wonderful World” peaked at No. 1 on pop and singles charts in the U.K. 
in ’67, and was ultimately inducted into the Grammy Awards Hall of Fame in 
1999; it has been featured in no less than 20 Hollywood films and 30 prominent 
television shows. 

And for good reason. 

With lyrics that promote an appreciation 
for the simple beauties of the natural 
world and human spirit, the tune is 
proving to be timeless yet again as folks 
around the globe slow down, appreciate 
the little things and reacquaint themselves 
with nature and introspective thinking in 
these uncertain times.

American Life in Poetry: 
Column 780
BY TED KOOSER
U.S. POET LAUREATE

That sage curse, “May you live in interesting times,” has been upon us for the past 
few years, but here a Kentucky poet, Jonathan Greene, offers us some reassurance 
that there is order in the world. Greene has a special talent for, and love of, short 
poems, and this is a good example of his work. This poem is from his most recent 
book, Afloat, published by Broadstone Books.

The Return 
We are heartened
when each year
the barn swallows
return.

They find their old nests,
teach their young to fly,
lining up on the barn roof
for their first flight.

They remind us,
for now, some rituals
of this good earth
continue.

We do not accept unsolicited manuscripts. American Life in Poetry is made possible by The 
Poetry Foundation (www.poetryfoundation.org), publisher of Poetry magazine. It is also 
supported by the Department of English at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln. Poem 
copyright ©2018 by Jonathan Greene, “The Return,” from Afloat, (Broadstone Books, 
2019). Poem reprinted by permission of Jonathan Greene and the publisher. Introduction 
copyright @2020 by The Poetry Foundation. The introduction’s author, Ted Kooser, served 
as United States Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress from 
2004-2006.

“It is really wonderful 
how much resilience 
there is in human nature. 
Let any obstructing 
cause, no matter what, 
be removed in any way, 
even by death, and we fly 
back to first principles of 
hope and enjoyment.”

- Bram Stoker, "Dracula"
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For Explore Big Sky, the Back 40 is a resource: a place where we can delve into 
subjects and ask experts to share their knowledge. Here, we highlight stories from 
our flagship sister publication Mountain Outlaw magazine.

Noun: wild or rough terrain adjacent to a developed area   Origin: shortened form of “back 40 acres”

BY MICHAEL J. OBER

To my grandmother, Opie, it was always called “the icebox.” As my 
brother and I unpacked her groceries looking for tasty goodies, we 
learned to read by identifying words on the labels of the boxes and 
cartons in the brown sacks from the market. 

“Oh, just put that’n in the icebox,” she would say when we found 
something that needed to be refrigerated. We always knew that she 
meant the giant humming Kelvinator refrigerator in the corner of the 
kitchen, but as a carryover from her era in rural Montana, food items 
meant to be kept cold belonged in the icebox. 

It was one thing to have a root cellar for onions and potatoes but quite 
another to have an icebox to chill meat, eggs, butter, milk and cheese, 
and no well-appointed household would be without one. It was a 
mark of prosperity.

In the early part of the 19th century many homes had iceboxes 
and the cottage industry of ice harvesters occupied the workforce 
alongside wheelwrights, teamsters, harness makers and livery 
managers—now-forgotten working classes.

All across Canada and northern states—anywhere there was water and 
cold winters—humans gathered ice to cool their food. 

The early 19th century ice trade industry flourished, generating 
nearly $700 million in today’s value. It dramatically altered the way 
fishing and meat packing businesses marketed their products. Most 
of Montana’s ice harvesting was done on the local level with small 
commercial markets, and the ice box became a common household 
appliance.

Eventually, electricity replaced them with bulky refrigerator units, 
some with freezer compartments. But for decades, households relied 
on Sears Roebuck catalogs to select that ideal kitchen implement 
to keep things cool, with a block of ice resting on a grill inside an 
insulated, tin-wrapped box.

Obtaining the ice required more ingenuity than real skill. Just about 
every harvesting method that could be thought of was used. Early on, 
lengthy hand saws with dual handles sliced through river and lake 
ice blocks of all sizes. Later, harvesters employed gas-powered saws 
and conveyer belts to increase productivity. Skilled farmers used their 
tractors, modified with powered belts to drive circular saw blades with 
special teeth for ice chipping. 

Most ranchers in Montana had stock ponds for their animals and with 
homemade devices like these they could not only secure ice for their home, 
but could also keep the ponds open as a winter water source for their herds.

The Icemen
A glimpse into an extinct Montana industry

Ice harvesters employed gas-powered saws and conveyer belts to increase their productivity. PHOTO COURTESY OF STUMPTOWN HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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In town, small businesses emerged to deliver ice, on 
regular schedules, to households in the same way that 
milk, mail and newspapers arrived at doorsteps. The 
ice, after all, was free to the harvesters and tidy profits 
awaited entrepreneurial souls. 

Today, many small communities in Montana have a 
museum with an antique icebox on display, relics of the 
19th century trade. The icehouse in Somers, Montana, 
just a short stroll from Del’s Bar, is an industrial artifact 
of the state’s past that looms large over the town. A 
paved bike path has replaced the old railroad bed 
adjacent to the three-story, faded wooden structure with 
its 3-foot-thick walls lined with sawdust and its louvered 
venting tower. Ice harvested from Flathead Lake was 
stored there, awaiting shipment on Great Northern 
Railway “cooler cars” to cities and towns along its 
northern routes.

As a young girl in Helena, Opie recalled her mother 
using a cheese grater to shave the last melting chunks 
of ice from the bottom of the tray to fill glasses with 
ice chips. Over that she would pour Kool-Aid or 
lemonade—the original snow cone. 

“Our chore was to check the drip pan daily and empty it on the 
vegetable garden,” Opie told me. “If it overflowed onto the kitchen 
floor we always got a scolding.” 

In the Helena Valley, the winter delivery of ice almost always came 
from blocks carved out of Canyon Ferry Reservoir. Most of it arrived 
on wagons, or by sledges in heavy snow seasons. As time went on, 
Ford Model T trucks with insulated bunkers brought the ice, and a 
numbered card in the window would tell the deliverymen how many 
blocks to deposit. 

“They would sometimes leave the block on the boulevard in front of 
the house and it was the job for us kids to get it into the house before 
it melted. They were God-awful heavy!” Opie recalled. “We would use 
our little wagons to get them to the back steps of the kitchen.”

Opie lived to be 101, long enough to see modern refrigerators feature 
automatic ice makers and dispensers. I’m not sure how she felt about 
all that, but I do know that, to her last days, it was always “the icebox.”

A version of this story f irst appeared in the winter 2019 edition of 
Mountain Outlaw Magazine

This photo from the 1950s depicts the annual ice harvest in Montana for Western Fruit Express, which began in 1904 
and peaked in the middle of the 20th century. PHOTO COURTESY OF STUMPTOWN HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 48 MARKET PLACE, BIG SKY MEADOW VILLAGE  |  LONEPEAKBREWERY.COM  |  (406) 995-3939

TAKE OUT ORDERS 11:30 AM - 8PM 
FAMILY MEAL DEALS:  

CHEESEBURGERS, CHICKEN TENDERS, FISH N CHIPS  
WEEKLY SPECIALS



In a time where our community has had to come together in an 
unprecedented manner, the Bozeman Health board of directors and 
executive team extends our gratitude to our Bozeman Health Big Sky 
Medical Center employees, physicians and advanced care practitioners 
who have responded to the current COVID-19 pandemic with exceptional 
dedication and service. 

Each employee’s individual commitment to our mission, to each other, 
and to our community speaks to their selflessness and the level of 
expert, quality care that we diligently work to provide to each patient.

We hope you, our community, will join us in thanking the healthcare 
worker in your life, whether they are on the front lines of direct patient 
care or those in supporting roles. Each one is your family member, friend, 
professional colleague, or acquaintance. 

It is our honor to care for each other and to care for our community.

THANK
YOU.


